Introduction {#s1}
============

Land-use changes through deforestation, agricultural development, and urbanisation have caused worldwide impacts on the biodiversity of terrestrial communities and ecosystems ([@bib17]; [@bib58]). Invertebrates are the most diverse and abundant component of animal biodiversity worldwide and are major contributors of terrestrial ecosystem services such as pollination, soil formation, and nutrient cycling ([@bib42]; [@bib83]; [@bib89]). Long-term declines in the richness and biomass of insects and other terrestrial invertebrates are predicted to have major impacts on food webs and ecosystem functions ([@bib20]; [@bib32]; [@bib66]). Despite this, most invertebrate species remain undescribed, and there is an incomplete understanding of land-use effects on invertebrate biodiversity, particularly for those that reside in soils ([@bib10]; [@bib20]).

Biodiversity loss is typically measured as reductions in species richness (i.e., total number of species; e.g. [@bib26]; [@bib28]; [@bib58]). Despite widespread concern about biodiversity loss, evidence for impacts of anthropogenic land use on terrestrial invertebrate species richness is mixed, with studies often detecting richness declines for some taxa or groups but not others ([@bib1]; [@bib3]; [@bib6]). Among the few studies that have examined land-use impacts on below-ground invertebrate communities, one detected negative impacts of long-term disturbance on soil invertebrate richness ([@bib9]), another detected increasing alpha diversity and homogenisation of soil invertebrates with increasing grassland intensification ([@bib31]); while others detected inconsistent richness patterns among different soil invertebrate taxa across land uses ([@bib28]; [@bib82]; [@bib87]). These inconsistent patterns make it difficult to draw general conclusions about the impacts of land use on soil invertebrate biodiversity ([@bib1]), and make the use of individual taxa as bioindicators problematic ([@bib29]).

Inconsistent patterns in biodiversity measurement may reflect limitations of the diversity index used. In particular, species richness provides no indication of the distribution, taxonomy or function of species or communities ([@bib23]; [@bib34]), potentially overlooking the nature and extent of land-use impacts on soil invertebrate communities. In contrast, rarity (sometimes termed 'endemism richness'; [@bib40]) measures the extent to which species are widely distributed generalists or limited to particular sites or land-use types. Rarity may thus indicate homogenising effects of land use on communities ([@bib53]; [@bib75]), and the conservation value of sites ([@bib41]). Furthermore, rare species can contribute disproportionately to ecosystem functioning ([@bib14]; [@bib44]; [@bib47]; [@bib57]). Rarity may therefore more accurately reflect the impacts of land use on soil invertebrate communities than species richness.

Rarity and other diversity metrics can also be placed in a phylogenetic context. Phylogenetic diversity reflects the evolutionary history and taxonomic range of communities and associated traits and functions ([@bib21]), thus providing robust information for conservation assessment purposes ([@bib21]; [@bib25]; [@bib30]; [@bib56]). Phylogenetic diversity can also act as a proxy for functional diversity, albeit imperfectly ([@bib51]; [@bib76]; [@bib86]). Phylogenetic rarity, calculated as the portion of a phylogeny that is unique to a region or habitat ([@bib56]; [@bib71]), combines elements of both rarity and phylogenetic diversity; high phylogenetic rarity implies that a community contains a taxonomically distinct assemblage of species and associated ecosystem functions. Mean pairwise distance, meanwhile, measures the phylogenetic relatedness of species within a community, which may reflect land-use driven filtering or competitive exclusion processes ([@bib85]). The additional information represented by rarity and phylogenetic biodiversity metrics suggests that land-use related patterns based on these values may be clearer and more consistent among soil invertebrate taxa than those based on species richness and other non-phylogenetic diversity measures. Furthermore, rarity and phylogenetic rarity may be more sensitive indicators of land-use impacts on soil invertebrate communities than richness or phylogenetic diversity, because the former metrics reflect the distribution of species and lineages whereas the latter do not. These possibilities remain untested.

Here we present a comprehensive analysis of soil invertebrate biodiversity across different land-use types at a national spatial scale. We use modern DNA metabarcoding methods to measure invertebrate responses, as this enables the rapid and detailed identification of large numbers of invertebrate specimens from multiple taxonomic groups simultaneously ([@bib18]; [@bib28]; [@bib87]; [@bib90]) and allows more efficient calculation of biodiversity metrics than previously possible. We analysed the invertebrate faunas in soil samples collected from 75 sites distributed across five different major land-use categories (natural forest, planted forest, low-producing and high-producing grassland, and perennial cropland) throughout New Zealand. Based on these data, we calculated six different biodiversity metrics: species richness, effective species numbers, rarity, phylogenetic diversity, phylogenetic rarity, and mean pairwise distance; as well as standardised effect size (SES) values for the latter phylogenetic metrics. We used these metrics to assess the impacts of land use on a comprehensive range of soil invertebrate taxa. We tested the following hypotheses: 1) all soil invertebrate taxa show the same biodiversity trends across the five land-use types; 2) patterns of soil invertebrate rarity, phylogenetic diversity, and phylogenetic rarity across the five land-use types are more consistent among taxa than species richness or non-phylogenetic diversity; 3) rarity and phylogenetic rarity of soil invertebrates are more sensitive to land use than richness, diversity, or phylogenetic diversity.

Results {#s2}
=======

Overall community composition {#s2-1}
-----------------------------

We detected a total of 11,284 operational taxonomic units (OTUs), of which 4549 (40.3%) were identified as terrestrial invertebrates. The remainder were identified as protists (37.6%), fungi (14.9%), non-terrestrial metazoans (5%), bacteria (1.7%), and plants (0.5%). The terrestrial invertebrate OTUs mostly belonged to the phylum Arthropoda (2,626 OTUs, among which insects were most common), followed by Rotifera (772 OTUs), Nematoda (656 OTUs), Mollusca (219 OTUs), Annelida (204 OTUs), Platyhelminthes (44 OTUs), Tardigrada (22 OTUs), Gastrotricha (four OTUs), and Onychophora (two OTUs) ([Appendix 1---figures 1](#app1fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#app1fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Non-metric MDS ordinations showed clear differences between overall invertebrate community composition in samples from different land-use categories ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Natural forest samples formed a distinct cluster with no overlap with any other land-use categories. Samples from the other four land-use categories overlapped, with planted forest communities most similar to those from low-producing grassland followed by high-producing grassland communities, and least similar to those from perennial cropland. Similar trends were observed when only Arthropoda, Mollusca, Nematoda, or Rotifera OTUs were included, whereas Annelida OTUs showed less distinction between land-use categories. PERMANOVA tests for composition differences among different land-use categories detected a significant difference based on the overall invertebrate community (*F~4,61~* = 1.804, p≤0.001), and based on each of the main phyla detected (Annelida, Arthropoda, Mollusca, Nematoda and Rotifera; *F~4,44-61~* = 1.447--2.288, p≤0.001; [Figure 1---source data 1A](#fig1sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Soil invertebrate community composition differs between land-use categories.\
Non-metric MDS ordinations showing differences in the composition of soil invertebrate communities detected by DNA metabarcoding in five land-use categories, for overall communities, and for individual phyla with ≥ 100 OTUs. Ordinations are based on binary Jaccard distances.\
Figure 1---source data 1.Results of PERMANOVA tests for differing soil invertebrate community composition, and ANOVA tests for differing multivariate homogeneity of sample dispersions, beta diversity, and phylogenetic beta diversity, between five land-use categories.](elife-52787-fig1){#fig1}

To test for homogenisation effects of land use on soil invertebrate communities we compared multivariate heterogeneity/homogeneity of sample dispersions, mean pairwise beta diversity, and mean pairwise phylogenetic beta diversity, between land-use categories. For overall invertebrate communities, each of these measures differed significantly among land uses (*F~4,\ 61-442~* = 3.59--14.99, p≤0.011), being highest in natural forest sites and lowest in grassland and/or cropland sites ([Figure 1---source data 1B](#fig1sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Figure 1---figure supplements 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). Similar trends were observed for Arthropoda and Nematoda communities based on all three measures, and for Annelida and Mollusca communities based on phylogenetic beta diversity and multivariate heterogeneity of sample dispersions, whereas Rotifera communities showed different patterns.

A heatmap based on the 1000 most relatively abundant terrestrial invertebrate OTUs detected suggested that low-producing grassland, high-producing grassland, and perennial cropland samples each had relatively consistent assemblages of abundant OTUs, both within and between each land-use category, whereas planted forest samples, and especially natural forest samples, each had more distinctive assemblages of abundant OTUs ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, most of the natural forest samples had a subset of abundant OTUs that were not detected in any other sample.

![Distribution of the 1000 most abundant soil invertebrate OTUs across samples and land-use categories.\
The proportional abundance and distribution among samples and five land-use categories of the 1000 most proportionally abundant soil invertebrate OTUs detected by DNA metabarcoding, showing that natural forest sites have more heterogeneous assemblages of soil invertebrate OTUs than agricultural sites. Samples are ordered on the x-axis by land-use category and increasing latitude.](elife-52787-fig2){#fig2}

Overall invertebrate biodiversity differences among land-use categories {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

All biodiversity metrics (except for mean pairwise distance) showed a general trend of declining overall invertebrate biodiversity (i.e. the biodiversity of the entire invertebrate community) from forested and/or low-producing grassland sites to high-producing grassland and/or perennial cropland sites ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Rarity and phylogenetic rarity metrics showed the largest and most consistent land-use-related biodiversity declines, with the highest mean values in natural forest sites followed by planted forest sites and low-producing grassland sites, and high-producing grassland sites, and lowest values in perennial cropland sites. Removing species found in only a single site did not substantially change these trends ([Appendix 1---figures 3](#app1fig3){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#app1fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Significant differences between mean biodiversity of overall invertebrate communities in different land-use categories were detected according to richness, rarity, phylogenetic diversity, phylogenetic rarity, and phylogenetic diversity and rarity SES metrics (*F*~4,64~ = 3.56 to 17.986, p = 0.012 to \<0.001), but not effective species numbers, mean pairwise distance, or mean pairwise distance SES metrics ([Figure 3---source data 1A](#fig3sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Figure 4---source data 1A](#fig4sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). ANOVA tests of derived land-use rank trends provided similar results, with significant trends identified for all metrics except for mean pairwise distance and mean pairwise distance SES (*F~1,67~* = 4.66--31.94, p = 0.034 to \<0.001; [Appendix 1---table 1](#app1table1){ref-type="table"}).

![Biodiversity estimates for overall soil invertebrate communities detected in different land-use categories.\
The biodiversity of soil invertebrate communities detected by DNA metabarcoding declines from forested to agricultural sites according to most metrics, with the clearest declines shown by rarity metrics. Diamonds and whiskers represent mean values ± standard errors, with individual data points represented by circles. ANOVA test statistics and trend splines are shown for cases with statistically significant biodiversity differences among land-use categories, with letters indicating differences between land-use categories detected by post-hoc Tukey HSD tests.\
Figure 3---source data 1.Results of ANOVA tests for differing soil invertebrate biodiversity between different land-use categories, according to six biodiversity metrics.](elife-52787-fig3){#fig3}

The mean rarity of overall invertebrate communities was significantly lower in all four other land uses compared with natural forest (*t~23-27~* = −31.6 to −62.4, *P.adj* = 0.03 to \<0.001). Similarly, the mean phylogenetic rarity of overall invertebrate communities was significantly lower in all four other land-use categories compared with natural forest (*t~23-27~* = −3.34 to −6.90, *P.adj* = 0.043 to \<0.001), and in perennial cropland compared with planted forest (*t~24~* = −3.55, *P.adj* = 0.046). In contrast, the mean richness and phylogenetic diversity of overall invertebrate communities were similar in natural forest, planted forest, and low-producing grassland samples, and significantly lower in perennial cropland compared with natural forest (*t~23~* = −78.3, *P.adj* = 0.023, and *t~23~* = −14.6, *P.adj* = 0.008, respectively) and compared with low-producing grassland (*t*~23~ = −84.2, *P.adj =* 0.012, and *t~23~* = −13.3, *P.adj =* 0.019, respectively; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Mean phylogenetic diversity SES was significantly lower in low-producing grassland compared with natural forest (*t~23-27~* = −2.20, *P.adj* = 0.048), but did not otherwise differ between land-use categories, while phylogenetic rarity SES differences between land-use categories matched those based on non-SES phylogenetic rarity (*t~23-27~* = −3.68 to −8.61, *P.adj* = 0.031 to \<0.001; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Phylogenetic biodiversity SES estimates for overall soil invertebrate communities detected in different land-use categories.\
Phylogenetic biodiversity SES estimates for soil invertebrate communities detected by DNA metabarcoding tend to decline from natural forest to agricultural sites, with the clearest decline shown by phylogenetic rarity SES. Diamonds and whiskers represent mean values ± standard errors, with individual data points represented by circles. ANOVA test statistics and trend splines are shown for cases with statistically significant biodiversity differences among land-use categories, with letters indicating differences between land-use categories detected by post-hoc Tukey HSD tests.\
Figure 4---source data 1.Results of ANOVA tests for differing soil invertebrate biodiversity between different land-use categories, according to three phylogenetic biodiversity SES metrics.](elife-52787-fig4){#fig4}

A mixed-model ANOVA test for effects of derived land-use rank, land-use category, and taxonomic group effects showed that derived land-use rank and taxonomic group (and interactions) were the most consistently significant predictors of the diversity metrics (*F~1-16~* = 7.74 to 32.14, p = 0.007 to \<0.001; [Appendix 1---table 2](#app1table2){ref-type="table"}). The further addition of land-use category to models already containing derived land-use rank did not explain additional variation for effective species, rarity, phylogenetic rarity and mean pairwise distance, but did for richness and phylogenetic diversity (in the form of significant interactions between land-use category and taxonomic group; *F~48~* = 1.41 and 1.82, p = 0.037 and \<0.001).

Most environmental variables showed clear land use-related trends of increasing or decreasing values in the order of natural forest, planted forest, low-producing grassland, high-producing grassland, and perennial cropland ([Appendix 1---figure 6](#app1fig6){ref-type="fig"}). An ANOVA test of spatial attributes (latitude and altitude) plus land-use category showed latitude had no effect on overall soil invertebrate biodiversity according to any metric, whereas altitude had significant effects on biodiversity of all metrics except for mean pairwise distance (*F~1~* = 9.41 to 22.33, p = 0.003 to \<0.001). In addition to altitude, land-use category had a significant effect only on rarity and phylogenetic rarity metrics (*F~1~* = 4.40 and 4.60, p = 0.003 and 002; [Appendix 1---table 3](#app1table3){ref-type="table"}). The first three components of a PCA incorporating latitude, altitude, and soil chemistry variables explained 70.25% of variance. According to an ANOVA test of these three PCA components plus land-use category, the first component had significant effects on the rarity, phylogenetic diversity and phylogenetic rarity of the overall soil invertebrate biodiversity (*F~1~* = 4.79 to 15.25, p = 0.032 to \<0.001), and the second component on the former three metrics plus richness (*F~1~* = 7.00 to 10.24, p = 0.010 to 0.002). The third component did not have a significant effect on any of the metrics. The addition of land-use category to these models explained further variation for richness, rarity, and phylogenetic rarity metrics only (*F~4~* = 2.71 to 4.72, p = 0.038 to 0.006; [Appendix 1---table 4](#app1table4){ref-type="table"}), indicating that there was some confounding between the environmental PCAs and land-use category.

Biodiversity differences among invertebrate taxa {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------

Biodiversity metrics for the main insect orders (Coleoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Hemiptera, and all other insects), other arthropod taxa (Collembola, mites, non-mite Arachnida, Malacostraca, myriapods), and non-arthropod phyla (Annelida, Mollusca, Nematoda, Platyhelminthes, Rotifera, and Tardigrada) that were detected showed a general trend of declining biodiversity from forested to agricultural sites. Rarity, phylogenetic diversity, and phylogenetic rarity patterns were most consistent among different taxonomic groups ([Appendix 1---figures 7](#app1fig7){ref-type="fig"}--[12](#app1fig12){ref-type="fig"}), while land-use trends were most clear and consistent across taxonomic groups according to rarity and phylogenetic rarity ([Figure 3---figure supplements 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). ANOVA tests detected significant differences among land-use categories for ten of the 17 taxonomic groups based on rarity (all insect groups, non-mites, Annelida, Nematoda, and Platyhelminthes; *F~4~* = 2.60 to 13.26, p = 0.048 to \<0.001); nine groups based both on phylogenetic rarity (all insect groups except Hemiptera, mites and non-mites, Annelida, and Platyhelminthes; *F~4~* = 2.74 to 11.07, p = 0.036 to \<0.001) and phylogenetic diversity (all insect groups, Annelida, Mollusca, and Nematoda; *F~4~* = 3.14 to 6.41, p = 0.047 to \<0.001); eight groups based on richness (all insect groups, Nematoda, and Platyhelminthes; *F~4~* = 2.55 to 6.32, p = 0.048 to \<0.001); five groups based on effective species numbers (Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, mites, and Annelida; *F~4~* = 2.73 to 4.36, p = 0.037 to 0.004); and three groups based on mean pairwise distance differences (Hymenoptera, mites, and Rotifera; *F~4~* = 3.53 to 6.24, p = 0.012 to \<0.001; [Figure 3---source data 1B](#fig3sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Tests of derived land-use rank trends for each metric and taxonomic group provided concordant results, with the same groups (with few exceptions) showing significant trends for each metric ([Appendix 1---table 5](#app1table5){ref-type="table"}).

Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that biodiversity was most commonly significantly higher in natural forest compared with perennial cropland ([Figure 3---figure supplements 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). This was observed for nine taxonomic groups based on rarity (*t~14-23~* = 1.92 to 7.31, *P.adj* = 0.040 to \<0.001), eight groups based on phylogenetic rarity (*t~20-28~* = 0.054 to 1.19, *P.adj* = 0.024 to \<0.001), five groups based on phylogenetic diversity (*t~20-23~* = 1.16 to 2.63, *P.adj* = 0.032 to \<0.001), four groups based on richness (*t~14-23~* = 3.69 to 9.47, *P.adj* = 0.026 to \<0.001), three groups based on mean pairwise distance (*t~22-23~* = 0.03 to 0.35, *P.adj* = 0.014 to 0.003), and just one group based on effective species numbers (*t~25~* = 3.00, *P.adj* = 0.012). Biodiversity was also significantly higher in natural forest compared with high-producing grassland (for two to six groups according to each of five metrics; *t~21-27~* = 0.02 to 6.86, *P.adj* = 0.029 to \<0.001), low-producing grassland (one to five groups, four metrics; *t~20-26~* = 0.04 to 4.71, *P.adj* = 0.040 to \<0.001), and planted forest (one to three groups, three metrics; *t~24-27~* = 0.64 to 4.61, *P.adj* = 0.041 to 0.007); in planted forest, low-producing grassland, or high-producing grassland compared with perennial cropland (one to two groups, two to five metrics; *t~12-24~* = 0.38 to 16.92, *P.adj* = 0.045 to 0.001); and in planted forest or low-producing grassland compared with high-producing grassland (one or two groups, two metrics; *t~23-30~* = 2.14 to 3.33, *P.adj* = 0.036 to 0.023). All of the pairwise differences together implied a land-use category rank order of natural forest \> planted forest \> low producing grassland \> high producing grassland \> perennial cropland.

Non-parametric bootstrapping of ANOVA sum of squares values for the (non-SES) biodiversity metrics and taxonomic groups for which significant land-use differences were detected showed that phylogenetic rarity followed by (non-phylogenetic) rarity explained the largest proportions of land-use category variance across the 17 taxonomic groups, while mean pairwise distance and richness explained the least variance ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). A Kruskal-Wallis test detected significant differences among the biodiversity metrics (Chi square = 4782.6, *df* = 5, p\<0.001), with post-hoc tests indicating that the distributions of all metrics differed significantly from each other (p\<0.05).

![Proportions of sample variance explained by land use according to different biodiversity metrics.\
The proportions of sample variation (sum of squares) explained by land use were estimated for different biodiversity metrics by non-parametric bootstrapping, based on the combinations of biodiversity metric and soil invertebrate taxonomic group for which significant land-use differences were detected by ANOVA tests. Observed mean values and 95% confidence interval limits are indicated by orange and blue vertical bars, respectively.](elife-52787-fig5){#fig5}

Phylogenetic biodiversity metric SES differences among taxa {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Patterns of phylogenetic rarity SES values among land-use categories were more consistent across taxonomic groups, and with their corresponding non-SES metric patterns, than patterns of phylogenetic diversity SES and mean pairwise distance SES values ([Figure 4---figure supplements 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). ANOVA tests detected significant differences among land-use categories for 11 of the 17 taxonomic groups based on phylogenetic rarity SES (Collembola, Coleoptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera, other insects, mites and non-mites, Annelida, Mollusca, Nematoda, and Rotifera; *F~4~* = 3.10 to 8.91, p = 0.022 to \<0.001), six groups based on phylogenetic diversity SES (Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, mites, Malacostraca, Nematoda, and Rotifera; *F~4~* = 2.76 to 7.39, p = 0.035 to \<0.001); and four groups based on mean pairwise distance SES (Lepidoptera, mites, Malacostraca, and Rotifera; *F~4~* = 4.40 to 11.28, p = 0.016 to \<0.001; [Figure 4---source data 1B](#fig4sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All of the 11 taxonomic groups with significant phylogenetic rarity SES differences showed a consistent pattern of declining rarity from natural forest to planted forest to agricultural land-use categories. Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests detected significantly higher phylogenetic rarity SES values in natural forest (for 11 groups) and in planted forest (for four groups) compared with at least two of the agricultural land-use categories in each case (*t~22-28~* = −1.73 to −3.77, *P.adj* = 0.047 to \<0.001). In contrast, only two groups (mites and Rotifera) showed this pattern based on either phylogenetic diversity SES (*t~22-28~* = −1.52 to −3.15, *P.adj* = 0.031 to \<0.001) or mean pairwise distance SES values (*t~22-28~* = −1.83 to −2.89, *P.adj* = 0.047 to \<0.001). Otherwise, Lepidoptera phylogenetic diversity SES values were significantly lower in both planted forest and high-producing grassland compared with both natural forest and perennial cropland (*t~21-27~* = −1.07 to −1.44, *P.adj* = 0.035 to 0.004), whereas Hymenoptera, Malacostraca and Nematoda phylogenetic diversity SES values were higher in one or more of the anthropogenic land use categories compared with natural forest (*t~3-28~* = 1.46 to 2.87, *P.adj* = 0.020 to 0.005). Patterns of mean pairwise distance SES values across land use categories and taxonomic groups closely matched those observed for phylogenetic diversity SES values (except significant differences among land-use categories were not detected for Hymenoptera or Nematoda).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

This research provides clear evidence of adverse impacts of agricultural land use upon soil invertebrate communities. Effects of land use on biological communities are usually measured as shifts in species richness. However, rarity metrics were much more sensitive to land use and more consistent among taxa than richness or effective species numbers in our study, suggesting that the latter metrics may underestimate land-use impacts on biodiversity. Rarity is a function of the number of species with limited distributions or narrow habitat specificity. These rare species can have important roles in ecosystem processes ([@bib14]; [@bib44]; [@bib47]), and are inherently more vulnerable to extinction. Overlooking species rarity, as richness does, therefore obscures the effects of different land uses on communities, with potential detrimental consequences for the function and resilience of ecosystems. Our results suggest that efficient DNA-based measurement of plot-level rarity improves our understanding of rare species occurrence and provides an effective basis for incorporating soil invertebrates into conservation planning.

Rare species include not only habitat specialists, but also transient and conditionally rare taxa. It is possible that OTUs that were rare in this study may be more common in locations not sampled. Nonetheless, our observation that patterns of rarity among land-use categories were the most consistent among different taxa suggests that rarity is an ecologically meaningful measure of ecosystem biodiversity. This is supported by prior studies suggesting that rare species are particularly sensitive to ecosystem change. For example, rare plant and fungal species appear to be particularly sensitive to changes in environment ([@bib4]; [@bib15]; [@bib16]; [@bib52]), and pollinating insect losses are concentrated among rare species ([@bib67]). Furthermore, most of the terrestrial invertebrate species currently considered to be at risk or threat of extinction in New Zealand are naturally uncommon ([@bib79]).

Phylogenetic diversity -- and especially phylogenetic rarity -- explained larger proportions of land-use variance across taxa than their non-phylogenetic counterparts, and phylogenetic rarity was overall the most sensitive metric to land-use differences. Phylogenetic metrics incorporate evolutionary and functional aspects of biodiversity ([@bib21]; [@bib22]; [@bib51]). New Zealand has a long history of geographic isolation and glaciation, reflected by the presence of many deeply divergent invertebrate lineages ([@bib8]; [@bib80]). The high levels of invertebrate phylogenetic rarity in natural forest sites likely reflects assemblages of long-present soil invertebrates that are highly adapted to these habitats, but ill-suited to the modified land-use types included in the study. These trends might differ in regions with greater connectivity, longer-term agriculture, and different geological history. Phylogenetic diversity SES and mean pairwise distance SES values showed different evidence of land-use effects compared with their non-SES counterparts, suggesting, for example, that Lepidoptera, mite and Rotifera communities are less dispersed, suggesting loss of lineages, in agricultural sites compared with forest habitats. In contrast, Malacostraca communities appear to be under-dispersed in natural forest sites, and to gain lineages due to anthropogenic land use. Phylogenetic rarity SES values further support the finding of consistently reduced rarity in agricultural sites, independent of species richness effects. Together, these observations indicate that phylogenetic information provides additional insights into soil invertebrate biodiversity patterns, as has been observed for other groups ([@bib30]; [@bib56]).

Land-use impacts {#s3-1}
----------------

The low beta diversity, heterogeneity, and rarity values detected in agricultural sites, and the overlap of samples from these sites in MDS ordinations, together strongly imply that these habitats tend to have relatively similar assemblages of species across locations. Agricultural practices have effects at a wide range of scales, from local-scale use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides to landscape-scale habitat simplification ([@bib81]). Together these factors lead to homogenisation of communities and functions among sites, in which specialists in diverse natural communities are replaced by a smaller number of generalists that thrive in anthropogenic habitats ([@bib7]; [@bib13]; [@bib27]; [@bib53]; [@bib75]).

In contrast to the agricultural sites, the high diversity and rarity observed in natural forest sites indicates that these habitats tend to have richer and more unique assemblages of species. Forested sites tend to have greater physical habitat complexity and heterogeneity, providing more varied resources and niches for diverse communities including various specialists ([@bib37]; [@bib78]). Furthermore, natural forest habitats tend to be more disconnected, and located in more rugged and less accessible areas than agricultural sites, with more physical barriers to limit the dispersal of invertebrate fauna. Consequently, the distinct assemblages detected in natural forest sites are likely to reflect natural historical biogeographic distribution and evolutionary processes ([@bib8]; [@bib80]).

Despite their varying sensitivity, most metrics of rarity and diversity (not mean pairwise distance, phylogenetic diversity SES, or mean pairwise distance SES) showed a consistent trend of lower biodiversity in agricultural land-use categories than in forested land-use categories. Further, while not all taxa showed significant evidence of declining biodiversity in relation to agricultural land use, no taxa responded positively. Many taxa not showing significant biodiversity declines had few species (e.g. myriapods, Malacostraca and tardigrades), suggesting there was insufficient data to infer land-use differences. Among the most species-rich groups that did not show significant declines (collembola, mites and rotifers), many of the diversity metrics were nonetheless lowest in grassland or perennial cropland sites, suggesting that while these groups may be more resilient to impacts of agricultural land use than others, the general trend was similar. These biodiversity declines are in contrast to previous research that suggested soil fauna are resilient to grassland intensification ([@bib31]), likely because our study encompasses a broader range of land-use types. While it is likely that spatial and environmental factors associated with particular land uses contribute to these patterns, the fact that land use explained additional variation of richness and rarity metrics after these factors were statistically accounted for strongly indicates an independent role of land management practices.

While rarity and phylogenetic rarity metrics showed the most consistent responses across land-use categories, the rank order of land-use categories implied by these (and other) metrics were not easily predicted prior to measurement. Planted forests, which were predominantly *Pinus radiata* plantations, are sometimes perceived as being biologically depauperate, while low-producing grasslands are frequently perceived as semi-natural in New Zealand ([@bib35]). Despite this, we found rarity and diversity in planted forest sites to be similar to those in low-producing grassland sites and higher than those in high-producing grassland or perennial cropland sites, consistent with suggestions that plantations can play an important role in insect biodiversity conservation ([@bib63]; [@bib64]). Similarly, high-productivity grasslands are often perceived as a more severe land use than perennial cropland due to high homogeneity of vegetation cover, low habitat complexity, and high fertiliser use. Nonetheless, our data suggest perennial cropland supports the lowest levels of invertebrate diversity and rarity of any of the measured land-use categories. This may reflect high chemical input in and intensive management of fruit production systems ([@bib49]).

Overall, our results suggest pervasive impacts of agricultural land use upon soil invertebrate communities, with likely adverse consequences for ecosystem services. This adds to widespread evidence of declines in invertebrate biomass and diversity in response to anthropogenic land-use change and habitat loss ([@bib3]; [@bib32]; [@bib33]; [@bib67]), and suggests that efforts to conserve and restore soil invertebrate communities may be needed.

Conservation implications {#s3-2}
-------------------------

Invertebrates tend to be neglected by conservation initiatives, due to the challenges of determining their identities, functions, and distributions ([@bib43]). Indirect preservation of communities via flagship or umbrella species protection schemes tends to be ineffective ([@bib2]; [@bib60]; [@bib74]), and similarly, biomonitoring based on individual species is problematic. By allowing the efficient assessment of invertebrate community composition and distribution across large spatial scales, DNA metabarcoding methods may enable more informative biomonitoring and improved targeting of conservation initiatives based on multiple invertebrate taxa, if not entire invertebrate communities. While rarity and phylogenetic rarity were the most informative metrics of community change in this case, it is likely that consideration of these alongside richness and phylogenetic measures of diversity would provide the most comprehensive information for purposes such as biomonitoring and conservation planning ([@bib23]). Our results suggest that conserving a network of sites with high invertebrate diversity and rarity would preserve a diverse assemblage of species, communities, and functional traits, thus providing resilience of communities and ecosystem processes to environmental changes ([@bib5]; [@bib88]). While diversity and rarity was typically highest in our natural forest sites (of which many are protected), certain grassland and cropland sites with unusually high rarity values (outliers on [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) might be logical targets for further investigation and potential incorporation into conservation initiatives.

In conclusion, our analysis of soil invertebrate biodiversity across land-use categories at a national scale shows that most soil invertebrate taxa have consistent rarity responses to land use, and that agricultural land use tends to cause the homogenisation and loss of soil invertebrate biodiversity. This research adds to evidence of widespread impacts of anthropogenic land use on invertebrate biodiversity, but also implies that these impacts may have been underestimated due to a widespread emphasis on species richness. DNA metabarcoding methods offer an efficient basis for measuring the diversity and rarity of invertebrate communities at large scales. Incorporating this information into conservation schemes would enable the protection of a broader range of biodiversity and enhance the preservation of terrestrial ecosystems.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Reagent type\             Designation             Source or reference                                                               Identifiers             Additional\
  (species) or resource                                                                                                                                       information
  ------------------------- ----------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------
  Sequence-based reagent    mICOIintF               DOI:[10.1186/1742-9994-10-34](https://dx.doi.org/10.1186/1742-9994-10-34)                                 GGWACWGGWTGAACWGTWTAYCCYCC

  Sequence-based reagent    HCO2198                 PMID:[7881515](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/7881515)                                               TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA

  Commercial assay or kit   NucleoSpin Tissue kit   Macherey-Nagel                                                                    740741.4                

  Software, algorithm       cutadapt                <https://github.com/marcelm/cutadapt>                                             v 1.11                  

  Software, algorithm       USEARCH                 <https://www.drive5.com/usearch/>                                                 v 9.0.2132_i86linux32   

  Software, algorithm       VSEARCH                 <https://github.com/torognes/vsearch>                                             v 2.4.0                 

  Software, algorithm       R                       <https://www.r-project.org/>                                                      v 3.52                  

  Software, algorithm       phylo.endemism          <https://davidnipperess.blogspot.com/2012/07/phyloendemism-r-function-for.html>                           
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample collection {#s4-1}
-----------------

Soil invertebrate communities were sampled from a total of 75 sites distributed across five different major land-use categories throughout New Zealand ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), during dry weather between November 2014 and March 2015. The five land-use categories (natural forest, planted forest, low-producing grassland, high-producing grassland, and perennial cropland) represent differing states of anthropogenic modification ([Figure 6---source data 1](#fig6sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The site locations were selected from a nationwide 8 km grid used for regular monitoring of native species and pests. For each land-use category, 15 replicate sites were randomly selected from the nationwide monitoring grid, excluding any that were \>1000 m altitude and ensuring they were distributed across the length of New Zealand ([@bib48]). At each site, a 20 m × 20 m plot was established according to a standardised protocol ([@bib36]). Twenty-four soil cores were collected within each plot on a regular grid (min 3.54 m distance between cores) to a depth of 15 cm using a sterile corer (5.08 cm diameter), following [@bib87]. Surface litter was removed prior to coring. The 24 soil cores were pooled together, homogenised, and stored at 4°C until laboratory processing. Invertebrates were extracted from a one-litre subsample of homogenised soil material from each site using Berlese-Tullgren funnels and stored in ethanol until DNA extraction.

![Location and land-use category of 75 sample sites.\
Site locations were randomly selected from a nationwide 8 km grid used for regular monitoring of native species and pests, excluding any that were \>1000 m altitude and ensuring they were distributed throughout New Zealand. X- and y-axes represent longitude and latitude, respectively.\
Figure 6---source data 1.Defining attributes of land-use categories.](elife-52787-fig6){#fig6}

The altitude and latitude of plots were determined from topographic maps. Soil chemistry variables (pH, C, N, C:N ratio, Olsen P, Total P, Ca, Mg, K, Na, cation exchange capacity, base saturation) were determined for each plot according to [@bib62] and [@bib87].

Molecular laboratory procedures {#s4-2}
-------------------------------

Bulk invertebrate concentrates were centrifuged for three minutes at 2,500 rpm (1258 rcf), after which ethanol was removed until \<5 ml remained. The concentrates were then transferred into 5 ml tubes and homogenised with eight steel balls in a bead mill operated at 15 Hz for six intervals of 20 s each. A 1.5 ml aliquot of homogenised invertebrate concentrate from each sample was removed into a 1.5 ml microtube and centrifuged for one minute at 13,000 rpm (11,337 rcf), after which any ethanol was removed. The pelleted material was resuspended in purified water, re-centrifuged as before, then resuspended in 200 µl digestion buffer (10 mM Tris buffer, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 2.5 mM EDTA, 2% SDS, 0.04 M dithiothreitol, and 0.1 M proteinase K) with vortexing, and incubated overnight at 56 °C with shaking at 450 rpm ([@bib11]). DNA was extracted from the digested samples using a Macherey-Nagel NucleoSpin Tissue kit (MACHEREY-NAGEL GmbH and Co. KG, Düren, Germany), omitting sample lysis steps but otherwise according to the manufacturer's directions, with a JANUS workstation laboratory robot (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). The DNA concentration was quantified in each extract using an Invitrogen Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA quantitation assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA USA), and standardised across samples to 3 ng/µl.

COI barcodes were amplified by PCR from each sample using metazoan-targeted primers mICOIintF (5\'-GGWACWGGWTGAACWGTWTAYCCYCC-3\') ([@bib45]) and HCO2198 (5\'-TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA-3\') ([@bib24]), which were respectively modified at their 5\' ends with the linker sequences 5\'-TCGTCGGCAGCGTC-3\' and 5\'-GTCTCGTGGGCTCGG-3\'. PCRs were carried out in 20 µl volumes, containing 200 nM of the forward and reverse COI primers, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 1.5 mM MgCl~2~, 2 µg rabbit serum albumin, 0.5 U KAPA Plant 3G enzyme (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA), and 2 µl (6 ng) DNA template. The PCR amplification protocol was 95 °C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 95 °C for 20 s, 52 °C for 15 s, and 72 °C for 30 s; and 1 min at 72 °C. Illumina sequencing adapters and sample-specific barcodes were added to the COI amplicons in a second round of PCR, carried out in 25 µl volumes containing the same reagents and concentrations as the first PCR, except for Illumina-tagged sequencing adaptors instead of COI primers, and 2 µl of the first PCR amplicon as template. The second-round PCR amplification protocol was 95 °C for 3 min; five cycles of 95 °C for 20 s, 54 °C for 15 s, and 72 °C for 30 s; and 1 min at 72 °C. The resulting libraries were purified and size-selected using a Pippin Prep system (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA), to remove primer dimers and high molecular weight DNA, quantified, pooled, and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq system with a 2 × 250 sequencing kit at the Australian Genome Research Facility Ltd.

Bioinformatic processing {#s4-3}
------------------------

Demultiplexed forward and reverse DNA reads were merged and relabelled by sample using USEARCH ([@bib19]). Linker sequences and primers were trimmed from the merged sequences using cutadapt ([@bib50]). The trimmed sequences were quality filtered to remove any with \>1 maximum expected errors and dereplicated using VSEARCH ([@bib70]). Non-singleton sequences (i.e. those represented by at least two identical sequences) were clustered into OTUs at a sequence identity threshold of 97% and simultaneously filtered for chimeras using the UPARSE algorithm in USEARCH ([@bib19]). OTU abundance was inferred by mapping the trimmed sequences back to the OTU centroid sequences at a sequence identity threshold of 97%. The OTUs were assigned a taxonomic identity using the RDP Naïve Bayesian classifier ([@bib84]) in combination with an RDP-formatted animal mitochondrial COI sequence database ([@bib65]), which includes bacterial, fungal, and protist COI sequences to enable the detection of non-metazoan OTUs. We excluded any OTUs that were not identified as belonging to an expected terrestrial invertebrate phylum.

Biodiversity analyses and statistics {#s4-4}
------------------------------------

Data analyses were carried out using R version 3.5.1 ([@bib69]) and RStudio ([@bib72]). Extraction blanks, negative and positive controls were examined for contamination. Tag jumping ([@bib73]) was accounted for by using a regression of contaminant abundances versus the maximum of total abundances in all other samples, after which the coefficient estimate for the 90th quantile regression was used to subtract that many sequences from the abundances of all OTUs ([@bib48]).

Comparisons of multivariate community composition and homogeneity between land-use categories were carried out for the overall terrestrial invertebrate dataset and the main terrestrial invertebrate phyla detected using the R package vegan v2.4--3 ([@bib61]). Non-metric MDS ordinations and PERMANOVA tests for community composition differences among land uses were based on the Jaccard distance metric and presence/absence data. Any samples with unusually low sequence abundance (defined as less than 5% of the mean sequence abundance per sample for a given phylum) were excluded from MDS ordinations. For the Mollusca-based MDS ordination, one further sample that resulted in an uninterpretable plot was excluded. To test for homogenisation effects of land use, multivariate homogeneity of sample dispersions was determined for each land-use category and compared between categories using the function betadisper in the R package vegan. Similarly, mean pairwise beta diversity and phylogenetic beta diversity (UniFrac distances; [@bib46]) were calculated for each land-use category, and compared between land-use categories using ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey HSD tests. Heatmaps of relative OTU abundance and distribution among sites were generated using phyloSeq ([@bib54]), for the 1000 terrestrial invertebrate OTUs with the highest proportional abundances across sites.

Biodiversity estimates were calculated for each sample based on the overall terrestrial invertebrate communities, and for each of the main invertebrate groups detected, in such a way that all terrestrial invertebrate OTUs were represented: (1) the dominant insect orders detected (Coleoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and Hemiptera, each represented by \>150 OTUs); a further 18 insect orders represented by 1 to 36 OTUs were considered as a single pooled group ('other insects'); (2) non-insect arthropod groups (non-mite Arachnida, mites, Collembola, Malacostraca, myriapods); and (3) non-arthropod phyla (Annelida, Mollusca, Nematoda, Platyhelminthes, Rotifera, and Tardigrada). Because many OTUs were only found in a single site, biodiversity estimates were also calculated with these OTUs excluded, to check whether this affected the results. Species richness and effective species numbers (exponential of Shannon entropy; Jost 2006), were calculated for each invertebrate group using the R packages vegan v2.4--3 ([@bib61]) and vegetarian v1.2 ([@bib12]) respectively. To calculate rarity, a weighting factor (*w*) was determined for each OTU as the reciprocal of its occurrence across all samples (regardless of land use), so that *w* = 1 for OTUs that occur in only in a single sample, and *w* approaches zero for OTUs that occur in many samples. For each sample, values of *w* were then summed for all OTUs occurring in that sample. In other words, rarity represents the number of OTUs per sample adjusted for their occurrence across all samples ([@bib40]; [@bib41]).

To calculate phylogenetic diversity, phylogenetic rarity, and mean pairwise distance, OTU sequences were aligned using MAFFT v7 ([@bib38]), and phylogenetic trees constructed. Initially, phylogenetic trees were constructed separately for each phylum using both FastTree 2 ([@bib68]) and RAxML v8 ([@bib77]), and for the overall invertebrates using FastTree 2 (construction of the overall invertebrates tree using RAxML failed). As phylum-level trees based on each method and the overall tree pruned to each phylum yielded similar results, the overall tree was used for estimation of phylogenetic biodiversity metrics per sample and taxonomic group. Phylogenetic diversity, in the form of total branch length per sample, and mean pairwise distance were calculated for each taxonomic group using the R package Picante ([@bib39]). Phylogenetic rarity, in the form of the branch length unique to each sample (based on occurrences across all samples), was calculated for each taxonomic group and sample according to [@bib71] using the R function *phylo.endemism* ([@bib59]). In addition, standardised effect size values were calculated for each of the phylogenetic metrics, by comparing observed values per site to a null distribution generated by 999 randomisations of the data using a regional null model ([@bib39]; [@bib55]).

ANOVA was used to test for significant differences among mean biodiversity values between land-uses, for overall invertebrate communities and for each of the taxonomic groups, based on each of the biodiversity metrics. We considered land use as an unordered categorical factor in these tests, because we had no a priori expectation about the relative intensity or impact of all five land uses. Any statistically significant ANOVA tests were followed with post hoc two-sided Tukey HSD tests to identify significant pairwise differences among land-use categories. Subsequently, based on our observed rank order of land uses, we derived a numeric rank of 1 to 5 in the order natural forest \> planted forest \> low producing grassland \> high producing grassland \> perennial cropland. We refer to this numeric rank as derived land-use rank (DLUR in tables), to make clear that it is derived from our observed results, rather than on any a priori hypothesis as to which land uses might be considered more intense than others. We tested whether this provided the same conclusions as treating land use as a categorical factor for each metric and taxonomic group. We also included DLUR in a further ANOVA test for biodiversity and taxonomic group differences, to test whether different taxonomic groups showed the same patterns.

We also investigated whether environmental covariates might explain biodiversity trends of overall soil invertebrate communities. To do so, we carried out ANOVA tests for effects of spatial variables (latitude and altitude) plus land-use category effects on overall biodiversity estimates for each metric. In addition, we generated a PCA based on spatial and soil chemistry variables. We then tested whether the most important PCA components, plus land-use category, had significant effects on overall biodiversity estimates for each metric.

To investigate whether the biodiversity metrics differed in their sensitivity to land use, non-parametric bootstrapping stratified by taxonomic group with 999 replicates was used to estimate the proportion of variance attributable to land-use effects with 95% confidence intervals, across the set of taxonomic groups and metrics for which significant land-use differences were detected by ANOVA. These results were plotted as a histogram and compared between metrics using a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test.
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The following dataset was generated:
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![Taxonomic composition of invertebrate OTUs and sequences.\
Phylum and class-level taxonomic composition of terrestrial invertebrate OTUs detected in soil samples from 75 sites distributed across five land-use categories.](elife-52787-app1-fig1){#app1fig1}

![A phylogeny of terrestrial invertebrate COI OTU sequences detected in soil samples from 75 sites distributed across five land-use categories.](elife-52787-app1-fig2){#app1fig2}

![Biodiversity estimates for overall soil invertebrate communities detected in different land-use categories, with species detected in a single site excluded.\
Diamonds and whiskers represent mean values ± standard errors, with individual data points represented by circles. ANOVA test statistics and trend splines are shown for cases with statistically significant biodiversity differences among land-use categories, with letters indicating differences between land-use categories detected by post-hoc Tukey HSD tests.](elife-52787-app1-fig3){#app1fig3}

![Biodiversity estimates for soil arthropod groups in different land-use categories, with species detected in a single site excluded.\
'Other insects' consists of all insect orders other than Coleoptera, Diptera, Hemiptera, Hymenoptera, and Lepidoptera. 'Non-mites' consist of Araneae, Opiliones, and Pseudoscorpiones. Diamonds and whiskers represent mean values ± standard errors, with individual data points represented by circles. ANOVA test statistics and trend splines are shown for cases with statistically significant biodiversity differences among land-use categories, with letters indicating differences between land-use categories detected by post-hoc Tukey HSD tests.](elife-52787-app1-fig4){#app1fig4}

![Biodiversity estimates for non-arthropod soil invertebrate phyla in different land-use categories, with species detected in a single site excluded.\
Diamonds and whiskers represent mean values ± standard errors, with individual data points represented by circles. ANOVA test statistics and trend splines are shown for cases with statistically significant biodiversity differences among land-use categories, with letters indicating differences between land-use categories detected by post-hoc Tukey HSD tests.](elife-52787-app1-fig5){#app1fig5}

![Patterns of environmental variables across five land-use categories.](elife-52787-app1-fig6){#app1fig6}

![Richness correlations between different taxonomic groups.\
Numbers indicate Pearson correlation coefficients. Ellipse shape and colour represent the magnitude of correlations with p-values≤0.05.](elife-52787-app1-fig7){#app1fig7}

![Effective species number correlations between different taxonomic groups.\
Numbers indicate Pearson correlation coefficients. Ellipse shape and colour represent the magnitude of correlations with p-values≤0.05.](elife-52787-app1-fig8){#app1fig8}

![Rarity correlations between different taxonomic groups.\
Numbers indicate Pearson correlation coefficients. Ellipse shape and colour represent the magnitude of correlations with p-values≤0.05.](elife-52787-app1-fig9){#app1fig9}

![Phylogenetic diversity correlations between different taxonomic groups.\
Numbers indicate Pearson correlation coefficients. Ellipse shape and colour represent the magnitude of correlations with p-values≤0.05.](elife-52787-app1-fig10){#app1fig10}

![Phylogenetic rarity correlations between different taxonomic groups.\
Numbers indicate Pearson correlation coefficients. Ellipse shape and colour represent the magnitude of correlations with p-values≤0.05.](elife-52787-app1-fig11){#app1fig11}

![Mean pairwise distance correlations between different taxonomic groups.\
Numbers indicate Pearson correlation coefficients. Ellipse shape and colour represent the magnitude of correlations with p-values≤0.05.](elife-52787-app1-fig12){#app1fig12}

###### Results of ANOVA tests for significant derived land-use rank (DLUR) trends for overall soil invertebrate communities and each biodiversity metric.

  Metric                       Term        Df   Sum Sq.     Mean Sq.   *F* stat.   R^2^   *P*
  ---------------------------- ----------- ---- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------ ---------
  Richness                     DLUR        1    33428.07    33428.07   8.18        0.11   0.006
                               Residuals   67   273678.56   4084.75                0.89   
  Effective Species            DLUR        1    1163.40     1163.40    4.66        0.07   0.034
                               Residuals   67   16728.67    249.68                 0.93   
  Rarity                       DLUR        1    25771.74    25771.74   31.94       0.32   \<0.001
                               Residuals   67   54061.04    806.88                 0.68   
  Phylogenetic Diversity       DLUR        1    1234.54     1234.54    11.17       0.14   0.001
                               Residuals   67   7404.70     110.52                 0.86   
  Phylogenetic Rarity          DLUR        1    311.22      311.22     31.71       0.32   \<0.001
                               Residuals   67   657.64      9.82                   0.68   
  Mean Pairwise Distance       DLUR        1    0.00        0.00       0.99        0.01   0.324
                               Residuals   67   0.11        0.00                   0.99   
  Phylogenetic Diversity SES   DLUR        1    25.63       25.63      5.62        0.08   0.021
                               Residuals   67   305.46      4.56                   0.92   
  Phylogenetic Rarity SES      DLUR        1    549.79      549.79     48.95       0.42   \<0.001
                               Residuals   67   752.56      11.23                  0.58   
  Mean Pairwise Distance SES   DLUR        1    11.16       11.16      3.28        0.05   0.075
                               Residuals   67   228.00      3.40                   0.95   

###### Results of mixed-model ANOVA tests for derived land-use rank (DLUR), land-use category (LCAT), and taxonomic group differences and interactions for each biodiversity metric.

  Metric                   Term         Df   Sum sq.    Mean sq.   *F* stat.   *P*
  ------------------------ ------------ ---- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------
  Richness                 DLUR         1    277.45     277.45     7.74        0.007
                           LCAT         3    205.35     68.45      1.91        0.137
                           Group        16   15737.52   983.60     27.43       \<0.001
                           DLUR:Group   16   1014.91    63.43      1.77        0.031
                           LCAT:Group   48   2425.37    50.53      1.41        0.037
  Effective Species        DLUR         1    66.45      66.45      9.28        0.003
                           LCAT         3    36.93      12.31      1.72        0.173
                           Group        16   3000.93    187.56     26.19       \<0.001
                           DLUR:Group   16   155.71     9.73       1.36        0.155
                           LCAT:Group   48   293.70     6.12       0.85        0.749
  Rarity                   DLUR         1    222.86     222.86     24.71       \<0.001
                           LCAT         3    17.23      5.74       0.64        0.594
                           Group        16   3082.62    192.66     21.36       \<0.001
                           DLUR:Group   16   421.79     26.36      2.92        \<0.001
                           LCAT:Group   48   318.82     6.64       0.74        0.908
  Phylogenetic Diversity   DLUR         1    12.97      12.97      12.83       0.001
                           LCAT         3    4.73       1.58       1.56        0.208
                           Group        16   520.03     32.50      32.14       \<0.001
                           DLUR:Group   16   62.75      3.92       3.88        \<0.001
                           LCAT:Group   48   88.35      1.84       1.82        \<0.001
  Phylogenetic Rarity      DLUR         1    4.14       4.14       31.77       \<0.001
                           LCAT         3    0.28       0.09       0.72        0.543
                           Group        16   38.74      2.42       18.56       \<0.001
                           DLUR:Group   16   10.12      0.63       4.85        \<0.001
                           LCAT:Group   48   6.94       0.14       1.11        0.288
  Mean Pairwise Distance   DLUR         1    0.21       0.21       2.87        0.096
                           LCAT         3    0.21       0.07       0.95        0.421
                           Group        16   19.11      1.19       16.40       \<0.001
                           DLUR:Group   16   2.93       0.18       2.51        0.001
                           LCAT:Group   48   4.20       0.09       1.20        0.169

###### Results of ANOVA tests for effects of spatial attributes (latitude and altitude) and land-use category on overall invertebrate community biodiversity metrics.

  Metric                   Term        Df   Sum Sq.     Mean Sq.   *F* stat.   R^2^    *P*
  ------------------------ ----------- ---- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------- ---------
  Richness                 Latitude    1    79.49       79.49      0.02        0.000   0.882
                           Altitude    1    72529.28    72529.28   20.19       0.236   \<0.001
                           Land use    4    11761.72    2940.43    0.82        0.038   0.518
                           Residuals   62   222736.15   3592.52                0.725   
  Effective Species        Latitude    1    283.47      283.47     1.19        0.016   0.280
                           Altitude    1    2241.17     2241.17    9.41        0.125   0.003
                           Land use    4    597.76      149.44     0.63        0.033   0.645
                           Residuals   62   14769.66    238.22                 0.825   
  Rarity                   Latitude    1    465.12      465.12     0.60        0.006   0.443
                           Altitude    1    17387.74    17387.74   22.33       0.218   \<0.001
                           Land use    4    13699.46    3424.87    4.40        0.172   0.003
                           Residuals   62   48280.46    778.72                 0.605   
  Phylogenetic Diversity   Latitude    1    0.75        0.75       0.01        0.000   0.933
                           Altitude    1    1740.88     1740.88    16.78       0.202   \<0.001
                           Land use    4    464.28      116.07     1.12        0.054   0.356
                           Residuals   62   6433.33     103.76                 0.745   
  Phylogenetic Rarity      Latitude    1    2.96        2.96       0.30        0.003   0.586
                           Altitude    1    164.59      164.59     16.68       0.170   \<0.001
                           Land use    4    189.57      47.39      4.80        0.196   0.002
                           Residuals   62   611.74      9.87                   0.631   
  Mean Pairwise Distance   Latitude    1    0.00        0.00       0.39        0.006   0.536
                           Altitude    1    0.00        0.00       0.68        0.010   0.411
                           Land use    4    0.01        0.00       1.41        0.082   0.241
                           Residuals   62   0.10        0.00                   0.902   

###### Results of ANOVA tests for effects of the first three components of a PCA on environmental covariates, plus land-use category, on overall invertebrate community biodiversity metrics.

A PCA was carried out on spatial (latitude and altitude) and soil chemistry variables (pH, C, N, C:N ratio, Olsen P, Total P, Ca, Mg, K, Na, cation exchange capacity, base saturation), of which the first three components explained 70.25% of variation.

  Metric                   Term        Df   Sum Sq.     Mean Sq.   *F* stat.   R^2^    *P*
  ------------------------ ----------- ---- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------- ---------
  Richness                 PC1         1    12142.57    12142.57   3.25        0.040   0.076
                           PC2         1    26135.36    26135.36   7.00        0.085   0.010
                           PC3         1    414.99      414.99     0.11        0.001   0.740
                           Land use    4    40528.70    10132.18   2.71        0.132   0.038
                           Residuals   61   227885.01   3735.82                0.742   
  Effective Species        PC1         1    497.15      497.15     2.02        0.028   0.161
                           PC2         1    618.84      618.84     2.51        0.035   0.118
                           PC3         1    11.19       11.19      0.05        0.001   0.832
                           Land use    4    1725.81     431.45     1.75        0.096   0.151
                           Residuals   61   15039.07    246.54                 0.841   
  Rarity                   PC1         1    11905.88    11905.88   15.25       0.149   \<0.001
                           PC2         1    7487.41     7487.41    9.59        0.094   0.003
                           PC3         1    233.36      233.36     0.30        0.003   0.587
                           Land use    4    12569.11    3142.28    4.02        0.157   0.006
                           Residuals   61   47637.01    780.93                 0.597   
  Phylogenetic Diversity   PC1         1    503.99      503.99     4.79        0.058   0.032
                           PC2         1    812.16      812.16     7.72        0.094   0.007
                           PC3         1    10.98       10.98      0.10        0.001   0.748
                           Land use    4    897.84      224.46     2.13        0.104   0.087
                           Residuals   61   6414.27     105.15                 0.742   
  Phylogenetic Rarity      PC1         1    147.45      147.45     15.35       0.152   \<0.001
                           PC2         1    98.38       98.38      10.24       0.102   0.002
                           PC3         1    10.34       10.34      1.08        0.011   0.304
                           Land use    4    126.54      31.63      3.29        0.131   0.017
                           Residuals   61   586.15      9.61                   0.605   
  Mean Pairwise Distance   PC1         1    0.002       0.002      1.432       0.021   0.236
                           PC2         1    0.001       0.001      0.478       0.007   0.492
                           PC3         1    0.002       0.002      0.996       0.015   0.322
                           Land use    4    0.006       0.001      0.863       0.051   0.491
                           Residuals   61   0.105       0.002                  0.906   

###### Results of ANOVA tests for significant derived land-use rank (DLUR) trends for each taxonomic group and biodiversity metric.

  Metric                   Group             Term        Df   Sum Sq.     Mean Sq.   *F* stat.   R^2^    *P*
  ------------------------ ----------------- ----------- ---- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------- ---------
  Richness                 Collembola        DLUR        1    28.935      28.935     2.649       0.039   0.108
                                             Residuals   65   710.110     10.925                 0.961   
                           Coleoptera        DLUR        1    335.849     335.849    9.961       0.131   0.002
                                             Residuals   66   2225.210    33.715                 0.869   
                           Diptera           DLUR        1    615.926     615.926    18.012      0.214   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   2256.839    34.195                 0.786   
                           Hymenoptera       DLUR        1    293.041     293.041    19.024      0.229   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   985.823     15.403                 0.771   
                           Lepidoptera       DLUR        1    476.785     476.785    19.328      0.227   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   1628.083    24.668                 0.773   
                           Hemiptera         DLUR        1    26.788      26.788     2.920       0.044   0.092
                                             Residuals   64   587.166     9.174                  0.956   
                           other insects     DLUR        1    74.531      74.531     8.968       0.123   0.004
                                             Residuals   64   531.909     8.311                  0.877   
                           non-mites         DLUR        1    45.412      45.412     2.924       0.043   0.092
                                             Residuals   65   1009.454    15.530                 0.957   
                           mites             DLUR        1    0.281       0.281      0.008       0.000   0.930
                                             Residuals   66   2359.719    35.753                 1.000   
                           Malacostraca      DLUR        1    0.044       0.044      0.046       0.001   0.831
                                             Residuals   34   32.706      0.962                  0.999   
                           myriapods         DLUR        1    1.518       1.518      0.555       0.017   0.462
                                             Residuals   32   87.453      2.733                  0.983   
                           Annelida          DLUR        1    67.637      67.637     4.456       0.065   0.039
                                             Residuals   64   971.393     15.178                 0.935   
                           Mollusca          DLUR        1    0.240       0.240      0.014       0.000   0.906
                                             Residuals   64   1082.245    16.910                 1.000   
                           Nematoda          DLUR        1    110.491     110.491    0.559       0.008   0.457
                                             Residuals   67   13243.798   197.669                0.992   
                           Platyhelminthes   DLUR        1    0.175       0.175      0.195       0.004   0.661
                                             Residuals   49   43.982      0.898                  0.996   
                           Rotifera          DLUR        1    201.555     201.555    0.635       0.010   0.428
                                             Residuals   66   20954.136   317.487                0.990   
                           Tardigrada        DLUR        1    0.177       0.177      0.469       0.015   0.499
                                             Residuals   30   11.323      0.377                  0.985   
  Effective Species        Collembola        DLUR        1    0.530       0.530      0.273       0.004   0.603
                                             Residuals   65   126.200     1.942                  0.996   
                           Coleoptera        DLUR        1    13.595      13.595     3.866       0.055   0.053
                                             Residuals   66   232.067     3.516                  0.945   
                           Diptera           DLUR        1    44.602      44.602     10.967      0.142   0.002
                                             Residuals   66   268.411     4.067                  0.858   
                           Hymenoptera       DLUR        1    21.826      21.826     4.614       0.067   0.036
                                             Residuals   64   302.768     4.731                  0.933   
                           Lepidoptera       DLUR        1    62.719      62.719     12.384      0.158   0.001
                                             Residuals   66   334.257     5.064                  0.842   
                           Hemiptera         DLUR        1    0.666       0.666      0.281       0.004   0.598
                                             Residuals   64   151.775     2.371                  0.996   
                           other insects     DLUR        1    1.186       1.186      0.849       0.013   0.360
                                             Residuals   64   89.462      1.398                  0.987   
                           non-mites         DLUR        1    6.539       6.539      1.997       0.030   0.162
                                             Residuals   65   212.805     3.274                  0.970   
                           mites             DLUR        1    1.064       1.064      0.256       0.004   0.615
                                             Residuals   66   274.716     4.162                  0.996   
                           Malacostraca      DLUR        1    0.007       0.007      0.036       0.001   0.852
                                             Residuals   34   6.754       0.199                  0.999   
                           myriapods         DLUR        1    0.637       0.637      0.610       0.019   0.441
                                             Residuals   32   33.414      1.044                  0.981   
                           Annelida          DLUR        1    15.530      15.530     9.802       0.133   0.003
                                             Residuals   64   101.400     1.584                  0.867   
                           Mollusca          DLUR        1    4.329       4.329      1.021       0.016   0.316
                                             Residuals   64   271.445     4.241                  0.984   
                           Nematoda          DLUR        1    16.682      16.682     0.571       0.008   0.452
                                             Residuals   67   1955.701    29.190                 0.992   
                           Platyhelminthes   DLUR        1    0.094       0.094      0.340       0.007   0.563
                                             Residuals   49   13.622      0.278                  0.993   
                           Rotifera          DLUR        1    131.612     131.612    2.615       0.038   0.111
                                             Residuals   66   3321.550    50.327                 0.962   
                           Tardigrada        DLUR        1    0.174       0.174      0.630       0.021   0.434
                                             Residuals   30   8.291       0.276                  0.979   
  Rarity                   Collembola        DLUR        1    2.891       2.891      1.331       0.020   0.253
                                             Residuals   65   141.173     2.172                  0.980   
                           Coleoptera        DLUR        1    263.306     263.306    25.786      0.281   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   673.930     10.211                 0.719   
                           Diptera           DLUR        1    422.250     422.250    51.691      0.439   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   539.139     8.169                  0.561   
                           Hymenoptera       DLUR        1    102.088     102.088    19.399      0.233   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   336.809     5.263                  0.767   
                           Lepidoptera       DLUR        1    256.685     256.685    36.200      0.354   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   467.983     7.091                  0.646   
                           Hemiptera         DLUR        1    16.816      16.816     7.048       0.099   0.010
                                             Residuals   64   152.695     2.386                  0.901   
                           other insects     DLUR        1    41.828      41.828     14.903      0.189   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   179.631     2.807                  0.811   
                           non-mites         DLUR        1    65.614      65.614     13.757      0.175   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   65   310.020     4.770                  0.825   
                           mites             DLUR        1    37.895      37.895     5.675       0.079   0.020
                                             Residuals   66   440.698     6.677                  0.921   
                           Malacostraca      DLUR        1    0.126       0.126      0.241       0.007   0.627
                                             Residuals   34   17.745      0.522                  0.993   
                           myriapods         DLUR        1    4.426       4.426      3.511       0.099   0.070
                                             Residuals   32   40.347      1.261                  0.901   
                           Annelida          DLUR        1    47.966      47.966     17.057      0.210   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   179.972     2.812                  0.790   
                           Mollusca          DLUR        1    15.081      15.081     2.992       0.045   0.088
                                             Residuals   64   322.535     5.040                  0.955   
                           Nematoda          DLUR        1    197.691     197.691    6.008       0.082   0.017
                                             Residuals   67   2204.664    32.905                 0.918   
                           Platyhelminthes   DLUR        1    0.333       0.333      0.854       0.017   0.360
                                             Residuals   49   19.112      0.390                  0.983   
                           Rotifera          DLUR        1    157.017     157.017    2.033       0.030   0.159
                                             Residuals   66   5097.292    77.232                 0.970   
                           Tardigrada        DLUR        1    0.304       0.304      1.197       0.038   0.283
                                             Residuals   30   7.613       0.254                  0.962   
  Phylogenetic Diversity   Collembola        DLUR        1    0.711       0.711      1.505       0.023   0.224
                                             Residuals   65   30.718      0.473                  0.977   
                           Coleoptera        DLUR        1    21.952      21.952     9.688       0.128   0.003
                                             Residuals   66   149.544     2.266                  0.872   
                           Diptera           DLUR        1    40.106      40.106     19.384      0.227   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   136.557     2.069                  0.773   
                           Hymenoptera       DLUR        1    21.848      21.848     12.731      0.166   0.001
                                             Residuals   64   109.830     1.716                  0.834   
                           Lepidoptera       DLUR        1    42.880      42.880     20.442      0.236   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   138.446     2.098                  0.764   
                           Hemiptera         DLUR        1    5.773       5.773      3.883       0.057   0.053
                                             Residuals   64   95.147      1.487                  0.943   
                           other insects     DLUR        1    18.456      18.456     13.631      0.176   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   86.652      1.354                  0.824   
                           non-mites         DLUR        1    13.612      13.612     7.064       0.098   0.010
                                             Residuals   65   125.259     1.927                  0.902   
                           mites             DLUR        1    7.975       7.975      2.926       0.042   0.092
                                             Residuals   66   179.924     2.726                  0.958   
                           Malacostraca      DLUR        1    0.468       0.468      0.755       0.022   0.391
                                             Residuals   34   21.069      0.620                  0.978   
                           myriapods         DLUR        1    0.002       0.002      0.005       0.000   0.944
                                             Residuals   32   15.613      0.488                  1.000   
                           Annelida          DLUR        1    10.571      10.571     13.578      0.175   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   49.825      0.779                  0.825   
                           Mollusca          DLUR        1    1.072       1.072      0.379       0.006   0.540
                                             Residuals   64   181.156     2.831                  0.994   
                           Nematoda          DLUR        1    0.002       0.002      0.000       0.000   0.985
                                             Residuals   67   305.660     4.562                  1.000   
                           Platyhelminthes   DLUR        1    1.314       1.314      2.057       0.040   0.158
                                             Residuals   49   31.305      0.639                  0.960   
                           Rotifera          DLUR        1    5.444       5.444      2.665       0.039   0.107
                                             Residuals   66   134.809     2.043                  0.961   
                           Tardigrada        DLUR        1    0.174       0.174      1.594       0.050   0.217
                                             Residuals   30   3.279       0.109                  0.950   
  Phylogenetic Rarity      Collembola        DLUR        1    0.165       0.165      4.070       0.059   0.048
                                             Residuals   65   2.640       0.041                  0.941   
                           Coleoptera        DLUR        1    8.151       8.151      26.035      0.283   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   20.663      0.313                  0.717   
                           Diptera           DLUR        1    10.221      10.221     40.013      0.377   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   16.859      0.255                  0.623   
                           Hymenoptera       DLUR        1    3.536       3.536      19.319      0.232   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   11.713      0.183                  0.768   
                           Lepidoptera       DLUR        1    6.931       6.931      36.877      0.358   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   12.405      0.188                  0.642   
                           Hemiptera         DLUR        1    0.467       0.467      4.095       0.060   0.047
                                             Residuals   64   7.306       0.114                  0.940   
                           other insects     DLUR        1    2.752       2.752      15.755      0.198   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   11.180      0.175                  0.802   
                           non-mites         DLUR        1    4.073       4.073      16.159      0.199   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   65   16.384      0.252                  0.801   
                           mites             DLUR        1    2.303       2.303      11.052      0.143   0.001
                                             Residuals   66   13.752      0.208                  0.857   
                           Malacostraca      DLUR        1    0.021       0.021      0.314       0.009   0.579
                                             Residuals   34   2.236       0.066                  0.991   
                           myriapods         DLUR        1    0.200       0.200      4.708       0.128   0.038
                                             Residuals   32   1.359       0.042                  0.872   
                           Annelida          DLUR        1    2.024       2.024      25.966      0.289   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   64   4.989       0.078                  0.711   
                           Mollusca          DLUR        1    1.418       1.418      3.570       0.053   0.063
                                             Residuals   64   25.424      0.397                  0.947   
                           Nematoda          DLUR        1    1.574       1.574      4.943       0.069   0.030
                                             Residuals   67   21.328      0.318                  0.931   
                           Platyhelminthes   DLUR        1    0.000       0.000      0.002       0.000   0.966
                                             Residuals   49   2.873       0.059                  1.000   
                           Rotifera          DLUR        1    0.701       0.701      3.020       0.044   0.087
                                             Residuals   66   15.321      0.232                  0.956   
                           Tardigrada        DLUR        1    0.095       0.095      3.543       0.106   0.070
                                             Residuals   30   0.801       0.027                  0.894   
  Mean Pairwise Distance   Collembola        DLUR        1    0.028       0.028      1.193       0.018   0.279
                                             Residuals   65   1.502       0.023                  0.982   
                           Coleoptera        DLUR        1    0.002       0.002      0.097       0.001   0.757
                                             Residuals   66   1.338       0.020                  0.999   
                           Diptera           DLUR        1    0.005       0.005      0.127       0.002   0.722
                                             Residuals   66   2.375       0.036                  0.998   
                           Hymenoptera       DLUR        1    0.421       0.421      7.001       0.099   0.010
                                             Residuals   64   3.850       0.060                  0.901   
                           Lepidoptera       DLUR        1    0.002       0.002      0.064       0.001   0.801
                                             Residuals   66   2.325       0.035                  0.999   
                           Hemiptera         DLUR        1    0.113       0.113      1.211       0.019   0.275
                                             Residuals   64   5.968       0.093                  0.981   
                           other insects     DLUR        1    0.039       0.039      0.631       0.010   0.430
                                             Residuals   64   3.986       0.062                  0.990   
                           non-mites         DLUR        1    0.211       0.211      2.825       0.042   0.098
                                             Residuals   65   4.847       0.075                  0.958   
                           Mites             DLUR        1    0.467       0.467      13.885      0.174   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   2.222       0.034                  0.826   
                           Malacostraca      DLUR        1    0.689       0.689      1.957       0.054   0.171
                                             Residuals   34   11.968      0.352                  0.946   
                           myriapods         DLUR        1    0.137       0.137      0.598       0.018   0.445
                                             Residuals   32   7.318       0.229                  0.982   
                           Annelida          DLUR        1    0.436       0.436      7.805       0.109   0.007
                                             Residuals   64   3.574       0.056                  0.891   
                           Mollusca          DLUR        1    0.228       0.228      2.577       0.039   0.113
                                             Residuals   64   5.651       0.088                  0.961   
                           Nematoda          DLUR        1    0.001       0.001      0.168       0.003   0.683
                                             Residuals   67   0.551       0.008                  0.997   
                           Platyhelminthes   DLUR        1    0.540       0.540      1.528       0.030   0.222
                                             Residuals   49   17.313      0.353                  0.970   
                           Rotifera          DLUR        1    0.007       0.007      14.178      0.177   \<0.001
                                             Residuals   66   0.033       0.001                  0.823   
                           Tardigrada        DLUR        1    0.134       0.134      1.377       0.044   0.250
                                             Residuals   30   2.910       0.097                  0.956   
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In the interests of transparency, eLife publishes the most substantive revision requests and the accompanying author responses.

**Acceptance summary:**

Five categories of land-use that could be ranked according to increasing human impact showed strong linear declines in the majority of 17 invertebrate soil animal groups. These negative impacts were best detected when phylogenetic rarity was used as a measure whereas other diversity measures were less responsive and may therefore be less useful indicators. The comprehensive assessment of the soil invertebrate communities was made possible by the use of DNA metabarcoding.

**Decision letter after peer review:**

Thank you for submitting your article \"Endemism is a better indicator of soil invertebrate biodiversity loss with land use change than richness or diversity\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, including Bernhard Schmid as the Reviewing Editor and Reviewer \#1, and the evaluation has been overseen by Ian Baldwin as the Senior Editor. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal their identity: Marc Cadotte (Reviewer \#3).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

This manuscript represents a major effort to use DNA barcoding in analyzing soil communities at 75 sites across New Zealand. More than 11\'000 taxa could be identified and assigned to different groups of invertebrates and microbes. The hypothesis is that diversity decreases along a gradient of land-use intensity represented by five land-use categories natural forest -\> planted forest -\> low-producing grassland -\> high-producing grassland -\> perennial cropland. This hypothesis is confirmed, especially if species are weighted by the reciprocal of the number of sites at which they occur, suggesting that they are habitat specialists and therefore respond most strongly to land use.

Essential revisions:

The manuscript should be improved in three respects:

First, there are several terms that are not well defined in the manuscript. \"Land use\" is sometimes considered as a state of an ecosystem and then called land-use category (please always use the hyphen when \"land-use\" is an adjectival noun) but sometimes considered as land-use change or intensification etc. Please use consistent terms throughout and make sure you define them well. In this context and related to the second main point I suggest that you put the five land-use categories explicitly into a linear sequence from one to five and call it land-use intensity.

Endemism is defined in the Materials and methods, but all reviewers would prefer a more generic term such as rare species because you cannot extrapolate from 75 sites to the entire area of your country, which would be necessary to know if a species that only occurred at 1 or 2 sites was geographically restricted. You should also mention the caveat that some of your rare species could just be \"sink\" or \"passenger\" species not adapted to the site conditions, while your hypothesis assumes that they are habitat specialists. One reviewer suggests in this context that you could actually do a sensitivity analysis without the rarest species that only occur at one site.

Second, you should get much more from your data if you expand your analyses. In principle, you selected your five categories such that they can be ordered along a gradient. Best would be if you could calculate some value for land-use intensity for each category or even each site, but even in the absence of this you are allowed to simply assign land-use intensity values from 1-5 and use this linear contrast in all ANOVA (the easiest way is to code land-use categories from 1-5 and use it as continuous variable LUI and factor LUC: then fit LUI+LUC in this order and you get a stronger test of your main hypothesis, namely the linear contrast LUI, and a test for deviations from the linear contrast, which is measured by LUC when fitted after LUI). Please replace all box-plots with means +/- standard errors. In addition, you could show regression lines for the LUI-gradient wherever it is significant. There would be the more sophisticated method of isotonic regression (Gaines, Steven D., and William R. Rice. 1990. Analysis of Biological Data When there are Ordered Expectations. The American Naturalist 135: 310-317.), but clearly the simpler method indicated above is also valid.

The above will remove the need for the excessive use of pairwise comparisons which are statistically not independent and ill-suited to test ordered hypotheses. A further reduction of unnecessary repeats and more comprehensive analysis is to compare the responses of the different taxa to LUI(+LUC) in a single ANOVA by putting the metrics for the different taxa into a single column and add a column with the taxa identities (or even two, one for phyla and one for classes/orders). You can then fit the following ANOVA-model:

Metric \~ LUI+LUC+phylum+order+LUI:phylum+LUC:phylum+LUI:order+LUC:order, or more simply without LUC terms and only using phylum or order. The interactions indicated by \":\" test if the different taxonomic groups respond differently. Using the above you can exchange Figure 3---source data 1B and omit Supplementary Table 4. There is still the problem of comparing the R^2^ values (or better just use %SS, which are increments in multiple R^2^) mentioned by one reviewer and we ask you to consider their suggestions. It also seems you analyzed R^2^ values as (meta-)data; this requires explanation and justification in the Materials and methods, because R^2^ values will have a special distribution that deviates from normal.

Furthermore, as noted by one reviewer, from your Figure 6 it appears that the land-use categories are not well \"randomized\" across space and thus covariates could explain some of your results. You could include some of these first in the fitting sequence of ANOVAs, but we accept that you don\'t want to put in too many covariates because there are not so many sites to test more complicated models and sometimes correction for covariates can be unjustified if they are not a \"true cause\" of an observed effect.

One reviewer also suggests that you should try phylogenetic metrics that are not mathematically related to richness.

Your suggestion that the results imply homogenization needs to be tested statistically, which in fact can be done quite easily e.g. by calculating β diversities. You also use a term \"heterogeneity\", which obviously is taken from output of an R function. However, you cannot expect readers to check this up but rather need to give a clear definition of heterogeneity and how it is calculated.

Third, the Introduction and Discussion sections contain many repetitive statements and statements that lead the reader away from the main story line. The Introduction should focus on the effects of land-use intensity on soil organisms that here have been studied with DNA barcoding, offering a new level of resolution. Your focus and hypothesis on differences in responses between common and rare taxa is really secondary and less \"a priori\" than the main hypothesis that land-use intensity reduces soil biodiversity. The Discussion contains many speculations, in part related to this secondary hypothesis, that weaken the stronger results regarding the main hypothesis. Generally, we find it very difficult to say rare taxa can \"better\" indicate biodiversity responses to land-use intensity, because obviously you don\'t know what the \"true biodiversity\" is, which you implicitly use as reference.

Reviewer \#1:

See above summary.

Reviewer \#2:

In this paper the authors use meta barcoding to assess the diversity of soil invertebrates and relate diversity to land use. They find that more intensively managed habitats contain a lower diversity of soil fauna and, in particular, a lower diversity of rare (narrowly distributed) species. The diversity declines are consistent across groups: all groups decline or don\'t respond to land use, none increase. I think the paper is valuable in looking at soil fauna, which are poorly studied, and the results are interesting in showing that land use change has large effects on these taxa. It is also interesting that it is the rare species that decline with land use, as has been found in other organism groups. However, I have some reservations about the analysis and the framing of the study in terms of endemism.

1\) The study aims to show the effect of land use change (conversion of native forests into grassland or perennial cropping) on soil fauna diversity. However, there is no attempt to correct for confounding factors. How were the sites chosen? Was there an attempt to ensure no confounding between land use and environmental factors such as altitude, soil type etc.? All that is said in the Materials and methods is that the sites were distributed across New Zealand. The Discussion mentions some possible confounding, as it is said that native forests are in more \"rugged and less accessible areas\". In addition, from Figure 6 it appears that many of the native forests are on the west coast of the South Island and there may therefore be climatic differences from the other sites? Currently there is no attempt to correct for confounding factors in the analysis: land use type is the only factor included in the models. I think it would be worth trying to fit some covariates in these models: climate variables and altitude would make sense and some soil variables such as soil type or pH would be good to consider too. This would make the analysis much more robust in showing that land use is the driver of soil fauna diversity, after correcting for soil and climate. It would also add interesting information on the other drivers of soil fauna diversity.

2\) I found the term \"endemism\" confusing in the context of this study. There are no actual data on whether any of these taxa are endemic to a given area, as these data do not exist for soil fauna. Instead endemism is defined as the number of sites occupied by an OTU. Taxa occurring on few sites are therefore considered \"endemic\" but there is no information on whether they really are endemic or whether they occur elsewhere, e.g. outside New Zealand. Also, if a taxa is found in only two sites it would be considered endemic here but if those two sites were far apart, e.g. it was found in a northern and southern sample, it might not have a restricted distribution, it might simply be rare throughout the range. I therefore think that it would be clearer to talk about rare species and mention that here rarity is based on site occupancy. The situation may be even more problematic for phylogenetic endemism as in the original paper Rosauer et al., 2009, state that phylogenetic endemism values will be biased if closely related species occurring in other areas are missing from the sample (which is highly likely to be the case in this study).

2b) Related to this, I think it is important to mention in the Discussion that rarity is defined here relative to the sites sampled. Some of the species considered rare in this analysis might not be rare at all if they are common in habitats or areas not sampled in this study. There is nothing the authors can do about it this and I think the approach they have used is completely reasonable, but this limitation ought to be acknowledged in the Discussion.

3\) How much is the measure of \"endemic richness\" affected by OTUs occurring in a single site? I could imagine that the distribution of these singleton taxa is quite stochastic and I wonder if it would be worth recalculating the index without them to check that they are not driving the whole pattern.

4\) I am not really convinced that the analysis of R^2^ values (Figure 4) is valid. The R^2^ values for the different groups are not independent of each other as diversities of different taxa are likely to be correlated due to shared environmental responses or interactions between the groups. I am not sure that this analysis is really needed anyway, it is clear from Figure 3A that rare and phylogenetically distinct species respond more strongly to land use. However, if it is retained the authors should justify it and test the robustness of the analysis, perhaps with bootstrapping?

5\) It would be useful to report the correlations between the diversities of different groups, in the supplementary information, to show which respond similarly.

6\) The evidence that phylogenetic diversity responds more strongly than species richness is very weak. The R^2^ values and effect size of land use do not seem to differ between taxonomic and phylogenetic richness or endemism and phylogenetic endemism. The points in the fourth paragraph of the Discussion are therefore not supported by the analysis. If the authors want to check whether phylogenetic diversity does respond more strongly to land use then they should calculate measures of phylogenetic diversity uncorrelated with richness. This could be done in two ways: 1) by randomizing species between sites, whilst maintaining site richness values, and calculating expected phylogenetic diversity for the random communities. A standardized effect size would show if the observed phylogenetic diversity values are greater or lower than expected by chance (Webb et al., 2002). 2) the authors could extract residuals for phylogenetic diversity after correcting for taxonomic diversity and analyse the residuals. I imagine these approaches could also be used to correct phylogenetic endemism values. Also see Winter et al., 2013.

7\) How well does the meta barcoding approach work to recover the species present in the sample? Are there data showing that it accurately recovers the species present? Did you check that species present in the Tullgren extracts were also recovered by the meta barcoding? It would be reassuring if there were some data on the robustness of the approach.

8\) It is interesting that the authors find such a large effect of land use change on the soil fauna. Other studies in Europe have found that soil fauna are quite insensitive to land use intensification (Gossner et al., 2016). I imagine that this is because they looked at land use intensification within a habitat (i.e. within grasslands) while this study considers land conversion from forests to grassland and cropland. I think it would be worth commenting on this in the Discussion.

9\) I feel it would be better to show plots of model predictions and standard errors, rather than the raw data boxplots currently used. If the models include covariates to correct for environmental confounders then this would allow the authors to plot the effect of land use after correcting for other factors.

10\) Discussion, fifth paragraph: Collembola also seem resistant to land use change.

11\) Table 1 should not be in the main text and could go to the supplement. If you want to use these post hoc tests then you could use letters in the figures to distinguish the land use types that differ from each other.

12\) In Figure 3---source data 1B, it would be good to show effects (coefficients) from the models, rather than only showing the SS and F values.

Reviewer \#3:

The paper by Dopheide and colleagues examines the effect of land use on soil faunal diversity. Overall, it is a nice analysis and examines a particularly under-studied community type, and I think it will be of value to the broader community. I do have some reservations about the presentation and to my mind, the most important concern of mine is \#3 below.

1\) There is quite a bit about homogenization in the inference in the Discussion, but this isn\'t actually tested for. You could do an analysis of β diversity measures (taxonomic and phylogenetic) to determine if communities are in fact more homogeneous in agricultural settings than in forests -- see Swenson 2011 PloS ONE 6: e21264 and Jin et al. 2015, J. Ecol. 103: 742-749.

2\) The metrics analyzed are good for comparing amongst one another, but I think another needs to be assessed. PD will be highly correlated with richness, and phylogenetic-endemism will pick up on phylogenetic distinctiveness as well as range size -two different possible responses to land use. I would recommend assessing MPD as well to see how land use influences the relatedness of species in communities independent of range size.

3\) Phylogenetic-endemism needs to be clarified. How was endemism estimated? Was it across all 75 samples or within each land use type? Further, and this needs to be commented on in the manuscript, estimating endemism from 75 samples is dubious at best and better reflects habitat specialization than endemism per se. Forest specialists can be extremely widespread and not at all endemic. So, you need to be cautious about language and inference. I would recommend getting rid of \'endemism\' altogether, except for the methods when describing the metrics, and instead refer to \'habitat specialists\'.

4\) Further, the comparison between individual species phylogenetic-endemism and community level aggregation can provide more insight as well. You could look at the distribution of species values and how these scale up to the community e.g., see Cadotte and Davies 2010 Div and Dist 16: 376-385 and R function in Pearse et al. 2015 Bioinformatics btv277. Though this latter suggestion is a recommendation and not a requirement since I have a vested interest, so feel free to ignore.

Detailed thoughts:

Abstract:

-- There\'s no real scientific setup or overarching problem statement, just a statement that the authors want to compare something.

-- It is not clear what \'community change\' refers to. Externally driven or natural fluctuation or succession? I see Land-use later on, the first we see this is with the Results sentence. Needs a better set up. The first sentence of the Abstract should be about land-use driving diversity change and the need to adequately assess community sensitivity to land use.

Introduction:

Does a nice job of setting up the importance of the study, however, paragraph \#1 is long and seems to make a number of different points. I prefer short and concise paragraphs that have single subjects and communication goals.

Results:

Subsection "Overall community composition", last paragraph -- it is not clear what heterogeneity refers to.

Figure 2: this is a difficult figure to distil meaningful information. Is there another way to show how lands alters abundance?

Figure 3B and C: can be moved to supplementary material if space is an issue.

Table 1: not needed, significant differences can be indicated on Figure 3A.

Overall, the results are strong and clearly support the major inferences.

Discussion:

Overall good and clear. Again \'heterogeneity\' is unclear, please set this up better since it appears to be an important result. Further, there is little biology in the Discussion. Much of it is about the metrics and it would benefit from more discussion of the biology of the systems.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for submitting your revised article \"Rarity is a more reliable indicator of land-use impacts on soil invertebrate biodiversity than richness or diversity\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your revision and response letter has been assessed by Bernhard Schmid as Reviewing Editor and Ian Baldwin as the Senior Editor.

The agreement was that we cannot yet proceed with the revision until you have more fully incorporated the major suggestions from the first round of reviews. You did provide extensive responses in your response letter, but did not add important items to you revision. These items are, again:

1\) Make a linear contrast for the a priori hypothesis that is so pervasive throughout your paper, namely that there is a sequence in which you can put your five land-use categories (you even use this sequence in figures). There is nothing circular and statistically this is much more justified than multiple comparison. As mentioned before, making such a contrast is as valid as any other contrasts, and we can assure you that it will make a much stronger message. The way you can present it, is that you have a term with the five categories and four degrees of freedom and then the alternative of the linear contrast and the remainder with 1 and 3 degrees of freedom. The total of the SS of the two latter will equal the SS of the former but the MS for the linear contrast will be large. We don\'t mind if you only put this into the supplementary material, but we do want to see it.

Once your a-priori hypothesis that there is an effect of a continuous increase along the five categories, in spite of the inability to measure this continuity, has been tested highly significant, and the remainder, which tests for deviation from the a-priori hypothesis may even be far from significant, you will have a very strong message as you formulated it before but without statistical backing. To fit the linear contrast, just make an explanatory variable LUI with values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the land-use categories (LUC). Then fit LUI+LUC sequentially. Compare this with the fit of LUC without the linear contrast.

2\) Add the analysis with rarest species excluded to the supplement.

3\) We disagree with your statement \"We think that this test overlooks important aspects of the results, namely the direction of biodiversity differences(as opposed to their consistency among taxa), and which taxa do or do not respond consistently. It is these aspects that the pairwise comparisons are intended to demonstrate.\" We believe the contrary is true. But it is your paper and we only would like to see the alternative analysis ((Metric \~ LUI+LUC+phylum+order+LUI:phylum+LUC:phylum+LUI:order+LUC:order) in the supplementary material. Note that the LUI-by-taxa interactions are exactly testing differences in direction of biodiversity responses to land-use categories!

4\) Add an analysis with environmental covariates to the supplement.

Once we can see these items, we will progress with reviewing.

10.7554/eLife.52787.sa2

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> The manuscript should be improved in three respects:
>
> First, there are several terms that are not well defined in the manuscript. \"Land use\" is sometimes considered as a state of an ecosystem and then called land-use category (please always use the hyphen when \"land-use\" is an adjectival noun) but sometimes considered as land-use change or intensification etc. Please use consistent terms throughout and make sure you define them well.

We have defined and reworded land-use terms for clarity and consistency throughout the manuscript, as suggested.

> In this context and related to the second main point I suggest that you put the five land-use categories explicitly into a linear sequence from one to five and call it land-use intensity.

We thank the reviewers for this suggestion, which we have considered and explored in depth. Unfortunately, we encountered some fundamental issues that meant we were unable to implement it. This is partly because we cover forest, grassland and horticulture, which are all inherently managed very differently. This meant that we were unable to come up with a meaningful way of defining land use intensity that could apply across all land use categories. We tried ranking the importance of key management practices across the land uses (e.g. via pesticide and fertiliser use, disturbance frequency, vegetation complexity), but this failed to distinguish between plantation forestry and low-producing grassland, and between high producing grassland and perennial cropland. We considered using abiotic data as a way of quantifying intensity, but this effectively just tests whether that particular component of land-use intensity influenced diversity metrics. We also considered using the observed biotic data to infer land-use intensity rankings as suggested by the reviewers, but felt that this would create a new set of biases as it involves circular reasoning i.e. it effectively tests whether the gradient defined by biota influences biota. As we are unable to robustly define a land-use intensity gradient, we have more carefully worded the manuscript so that it is clearer that we are not looking directly at a defined intensity gradient.

> Endemism is defined in the Materials and methods, but all reviewers would prefer a more generic term such as rare species because you cannot extrapolate from 75 sites to the entire area of your country, which would be necessary to know if a species that only occurred at 1 or 2 sites was geographically restricted.

We have replaced "endemism" with "rarity" (and "phylogenetic endemism" with "phylogenetic rarity") throughout the paper.

> You should also mention the caveat that some of your rare species could just be \"sink\" or \"passenger\" species not adapted to the site conditions, while your hypothesis assumes that they are habitat specialists.

We have added this point to the Discussion.

> One reviewer suggests in this context that you could actually do a sensitivity analysis without the rarest species that only occur at one site.

We recalculated all biodiversity estimates with species that occur only in a single site excluded, as suggested. The resulting trends were largely consistent with those observed with all species included, although land-use differences were statistically somewhat weaker. We have noted this in the Materials and methods and Results. For example, mean overall rarity values per land use with OTUs that occur in just one site included were ranked natural forest \> low-producing grassland \> planted forest \> high-producing grassland \> perennial cropland, with significantly higher rarity in natural forest compared to all four other land uses (Figure 3). Mean overall rarity values per land use with these OTUs excluded were ranked in the same order, but the differences between land uses were less pronounced, with significantly higher mean rarity in natural forest compared to perennial cropland, but no significant differences between mean rarity values in natural forest compared to planted forest or grassland sites. Therefore, our results are partly, but not entirely, driven by species occurring in a single site.

> Second, you should get much more from your data if you expand your analyses. In principle, you selected your five categories such that they can be ordered along a gradient. Best would be if you could calculate some value for land-use intensity for each category or even each site, but even in the absence of this you are allowed to simply assign land-use intensity values from 1-5 and use this linear contrast in all ANOVA (the easiest way is to code land-use categories from 1-5 and use it as continuous variable LUI and factor LUC: then fit LUI+LUC in this order and you get a stronger test of your main hypothesis, namely the linear contrast LUI, and a test for deviations from the linear contrast, which is measured by LUC when fitted after LUI).

We thank the reviewers for this suggestion. We have considered this point at great length. Unfortunately, as discussed above, we think this analysis approach is problematic. We are unaware of any applicable method for determining land-use intensity of our sites that applies across all land uses, and there is no clear a priori reason to rank all five land-use categories in a linear sequence. Any such ranking would be inherently circular (using our results to generate a ranking, then using that ranking as a predictor of our results). Therefore, we don't feel we can carry out the ANOVA test as suggested.

> Please replace all box-plots with means +/- standard errors.

We have replaced all box-plots with means +/- standard errors, as suggested.

> In addition, you could show regression lines for the LUI-gradient wherever it is significant.

As we cannot determine a land-use intensity gradient nor order our land-use categories in a linear sequence, we are unable to carry out regression on this.

> There would be the more sophisticated method of isotonic regression (Gaines, Steven D., and William R. Rice. 1990. Analysis of Biological Data When there are Ordered Expectations. The American Naturalist 135: 310-317.), but clearly the simpler method indicated above is also valid.
>
> The above will remove the need for the excessive use of pairwise comparisons which are statistically not independent and ill-suited to test ordered hypotheses. A further reduction of unnecessary repeats and more comprehensive analysis is to compare the responses of the different taxa to LUI(+LUC) in a single ANOVA by putting the metrics for the different taxa into a single column and add a column with the taxa identities (or even two, one for phyla and one for classes/orders). You can then fit the following ANOVA-model:
>
> Metric \~ LUI+LUC+phylum+order+LUI:phylum+LUC:phylum+LUI:order+LUC:order, or more simply without LUC terms and only using phylum or order. The interactions indicated by \":\" test if the different taxonomic groups respond differently. Using the above you can exchange Figure 3---source data 1B and omit Supplementary Table 4.

Again, we thank the reviewers for this suggestion. As discussed above, we are unable to determine land-use intensity values for our sites or land-use categories, so cannot use the suggested ANOVA model. Given this constraint, we have instead added a variant of the suggested ANOVA (Metric \~ LUC \* taxonomic group) to our analysis, to test for consistent responses of different taxa to land use.

We think that this test overlooks important aspects of the results, namely the direction of biodiversity differences (as opposed to their consistency among taxa), and which taxa do or do not respond consistently. It is these aspects that the pairwise comparisons are intended to demonstrate. The point about pairwise tests being ill-suited to testing ordered hypotheses is not applicable, because our land-use categories could not be ordered a priori, and we have been unable to identify a better statistical method for analysing the patterns of land use responses among different taxa. Consequently, we have retained the pairwise tests, but we have revised the Results section so that less emphasis is placed on these tests. This includes removing the tables of pairwise test results, and indicating significant differences directly on the figures, as suggested by reviewer 2 (below).

> There is still the problem of comparing the R^2^ values (or better just use %SS, which are increments in multiple R^2^) mentioned by one reviewer and we ask you to consider their suggestions. It also seems you analyzed R^2^ values as (meta-)data; this requires explanation and justification in the Materials and methods, because R^2^ values will have a special distribution that deviates from normal.

We have revised and replaced the analysis of R^2^ values according to the suggestions above, and those of reviewer 2 (below), as follows. We used non-parametric bootstrapping stratified by taxonomic group to estimate % Sum of Squares explained by land use for each biodiversity metric and plotted these results as a histogram (Figure 5). We compared these values between metrics using a non-parametric statistical test. This has been explained in the Materials and methods.

> Furthermore, as noted by one reviewer, from your Figure 6 it appears that the land-use categories are not well \"randomized\" across space and thus covariates could explain some of your results. You could include some of these first in the fitting sequence of ANOVAs, but we accept that you don\'t want to put in too many covariates because there are not so many sites to test more complicated models and sometimes correction for covariates can be unjustified if they are not a \"true cause\" of an observed effect.

The spatial randomisation of sites is constrained by existing patterns of land use. We agree that covariates could explain some of our results, but this is beyond the main intent of this analysis, which is to compare the performance of different biodiversity metrics for detecting impacts of land use on soil invertebrates. In practice, land use is a surrogate for many other variables (e.g. geology, vegetation, and soil chemistry), which may be the true drivers of invertebrate biodiversity metrics.

> One reviewer also suggests that you should try phylogenetic metrics that are not mathematically related to richness.

We have added comparisons of mean pairwise distance, and standardised effect sizes for each of the phylogenetic metrics, between land-uses (Figures 3 and 4).

> Your suggestion that the results imply homogenization needs to be tested statistically, which in fact can be done quite easily e.g. by calculating β diversities. You also use a term \"heterogeneity\", which obviously is taken from output of an R function. However, you cannot expect readers to check this up but rather need to give a clear definition of heterogeneity and how it is calculated.

We tested for multivariate homogeneity of sample dispersions between land-use categories using the "betadisper" function in the R package vegan. This test determines the dispersion of groups as the average distance of group members to the group centroid in multivariate space, and uses ANOVA to test for dispersion differences among groups. Our statements about homogenisation were based on this test. We have also added tests of β diversity and phylogenetic β diversity between land-use categories, as suggested, to further support our statements about homogenisation. We have clarified this in the Materials and methods and Results.

> Third, the Introduction and Discussion sections contain many repetitive statements and statements that lead the reader away from the main story line. The Introduction should focus on the effects of land-use intensity on soil organisms that here have been studied with DNA barcoding, offering a new level of resolution. Your focus and hypothesis on differences in responses between common and rare taxa is really secondary and less \"a priori\" than the main hypothesis that land-use intensity reduces soil biodiversity. The Discussion contains many speculations, in part related to this secondary hypothesis, that weaken the stronger results regarding the main hypothesis.

We have revised the Introduction and Discussion according to these suggestions. For example, we have placed more emphasis on the impacts of land use in the Introduction and Discussion and have edited or removed various speculative and repetitive statements.

> Generally, we find it very difficult to say rare taxa can \"better\" indicate biodiversity responses to land-use intensity, because obviously you don\'t know what the \"true biodiversity\" is, which you implicitly use as reference.

We agree that we don't know what the "true biodiversity" is, and we have therefore replaced any statements about rarity being "better" with more precise terms. For example, the title now states that "rarity is a more reliable indicator" and the Abstract that "rarity provides more consistent and clearer evidence" of land-use impacts, rather than rarity is a "better" indicator.

> Reviewer \#1:
>
> See above summary.
>
> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\] 1) The study aims to show the effect of land use change (conversion of native forests into grassland or perennial cropping) on soil fauna diversity. However, there is no attempt to correct for confounding factors. How were the sites chosen? Was there an attempt to ensure no confounding between land use and environmental factors such as altitude, soil type etc.? All that is said in the Materials and methods is that the sites were distributed across New Zealand. The Discussion mentions some possible confounding, as it is said that native forests are in more \"rugged and less accessible areas\". In addition, from Figure 6 it appears that many of the native forests are on the west coast of the South Island and there may therefore be climatic differences from the other sites? Currently there is no attempt to correct for confounding factors in the analysis: land use type is the only factor included in the models. I think it would be worth trying to fit some covariates in these models: climate variables and altitude would make sense and some soil variables such as soil type or pH would be good to consider too. This would make the analysis much more robust in showing that land use is the driver of soil fauna diversity, after correcting for soil and climate. It would also add interesting information on the other drivers of soil fauna diversity.

As discussed above, the randomisation of sites is constrained by land use patterns throughout New Zealand. We agree that covariates would explain some of our results, but feel that this is beyond the intent of this paper, which is to compare the performance of different biodiversity metrics for detecting impacts of land use on soil invertebrates, rather than to understand the specific drivers of soil fauna diversity. We view land use in this context as a way of summarising a wide range of different drivers, including those described by the reviewer.

> 2\) I found the term \"endemism\" confusing in the context of this study. There are no actual data on whether any of these taxa are endemic to a given area, as these data do not exist for soil fauna. Instead endemism is defined as the number of sites occupied by an OTU. Taxa occurring on few sites are therefore considered \"endemic\" but there is no information on whether they really are endemic or whether they occur elsewhere, e.g. outside New Zealand. Also, if a taxa is found in only two sites it would be considered endemic here but if those two sites were far apart, e.g. it was found in a northern and southern sample, it might not have a restricted distribution, it might simply be rare throughout the range. I therefore think that it would be clearer to talk about rare species and mention that here rarity is based on site occupancy. The situation may be even more problematic for phylogenetic endemism as in the original paper Rosauer et al., 2009, state that phylogenetic endemism values will be biased if closely related species occurring in other areas are missing from the sample (which is highly likely to be the case in this study).

These are good points, and we thank the reviewer for pointing them out. As mentioned above, we have replaced "endemism" with "rarity" throughout the manuscript.

> 2b) Related to this, I think it is important to mention in the Discussion that rarity is defined here relative to the sites sampled. Some of the species considered rare in this analysis might not be rare at all if they are common in habitats or areas not sampled in this study. There is nothing the authors can do about it this and I think the approach they have used is completely reasonable, but this limitation ought to be acknowledged in the Discussion.

We have acknowledged this point in the Discussion.

> 3\) How much is the measure of \"endemic richness\" affected by OTUs occurring in a single site? I could imagine that the distribution of these singleton taxa is quite stochastic and I wonder if it would be worth recalculating the index without them to check that they are not driving the whole pattern.

As discussed above, we recalculated biodiversity estimates with these OTUs excluded, resulting in similar endemism richness (now called rarity) trends, but statistically weaker differences among land uses, indicating that these OTUs partially but not entirely drive the observed patterns. We have noted this in the paper (Results and Materials and methods).

> 4\) I am not really convinced that the analysis of R^2^ values (Figure 4) is valid. The R^2^ values for the different groups are not independent of each other as diversities of different taxa are likely to be correlated due to shared environmental responses or interactions between the groups. I am not sure that this analysis is really needed anyway, it is clear from Figure 3A that rare and phylogenetically distinct species respond more strongly to land use. However, if it is retained the authors should justify it and test the robustness of the analysis, perhaps with bootstrapping?

As mentioned above, we have replaced the previous analysis of R^2^ values with a non-parametric bootstrapping analysis followed by a non-parametric statistical test, as suggested (subsections "Biodiversity differences among invertebrate taxa", and "Biodiversity analyses and statistics", Figure 5).

> 5\) It would be useful to report the correlations between the diversities of different groups, in the supplementary information, to show which respond similarly.

We have added this information to the Appendix (Appendix---figures 7-12).

> 6\) The evidence that phylogenetic diversity responds more strongly than species richness is very weak. The R^2^ values and effect size of land use do not seem to differ between taxonomic and phylogenetic richness or endemism and phylogenetic endemism. The points in the fourth paragraph of the Discussion are therefore not supported by the analysis. If the authors want to check whether phylogenetic diversity does respond more strongly to land use then they should calculate measures of phylogenetic diversity uncorrelated with richness. This could be done in two ways: 1) by randomizing species between sites, whilst maintaining site richness values, and calculating expected phylogenetic diversity for the random communities. A standardized effect size would show if the observed phylogenetic diversity values are greater or lower than expected by chance (Webb et al., 2002). 2) the authors could extract residuals for phylogenetic diversity after correcting for taxonomic diversity and analyse the residuals. I imagine these approaches could also be used to correct phylogenetic endemism values.
>
> Also see Winter et al., 2013.

We have calculated standardised effect sizes for each of the tested phylogenetic biodiversity metrics, as suggested (Figure 4, Figure 4---figure supplements 1 and 2). Phylogenetic diversity SES resulted in less consistent and different land use patterns among taxa compared to non-SES values. Phylogenetic endemism SES, in contrast, resulted in somewhat increased consistency of land use patterns among taxa compared to non-SES values, strongly suggesting that rarity declines from natural forest to agricultural land use. Together with the bootstrapping analysis described above, we think this does show that phylogenetic metrics do provide additional value.

> 7\) How well does the meta barcoding approach work to recover the species present in the sample? Are there data showing that it accurately recovers the species present? Did you check that species present in the Tullgren extracts were also recovered by the meta barcoding? It would be reassuring if there were some data on the robustness of the approach.

Recovery of species using DNA metabarcoding is imperfect due to factors such as PCR primer mismatches causing PCR amplification biases to varying extents. However, previous work has shown that the approach tends to recover a majority of species in a sample, and enables the identification of many more species and a broader range of taxa than is typically feasible using traditional methods. We are therefore confident that our method provides a robust (albeit imperfect) assessment of soil invertebrate biodiversity.

> 8\) It is interesting that the authors find such a large effect of land use change on the soil fauna. Other studies in Europe have found that soil fauna are quite insensitive to land use intensification (Gossner et al., 2016). I imagine that this is because they looked at land use intensification within a habitat (i.e. within grasslands) while this study considers land conversion from forests to grassland and cropland. I think it would be worth commenting on this in the Discussion.

This is an interesting point. We have added this to the Discussion, as suggested.

> 9\) I feel it would be better to show plots of model predictions and standard errors, rather than the raw data boxplots currently used. If the models include covariates to correct for environmental confounders then this would allow the authors to plot the effect of land use after correcting for other factors.

The plots now show mean values and standard errors. As mentioned above, we think that including confounding factors is beyond the intention of this research.

> 10\) Discussion, fifth paragraph: Collembola also seem resistant to land use change.

This is true, and we have updated the manuscript accordingly (Discussion).

> 11\) Table 1 should not be in the main text and could go to the supplement. If you want to use these post hoc tests then you could use letters in the figures to distinguish the land use types that differ from each other.

We have removed Table 1, and added letters to figures to show differences between land uses, as suggested (Figures 3 and 4 and their figure supplements).

> 12\) In Figure 3---source data 1B, it would be good to show effects (coefficients) from the models, rather than only showing the SS and F values.

The coefficients of a factorial ANOVA are simply the differences in the means compared to the first treatment level (intercept). We have added mean values to the figures, and therefore there is little additional information that would be gained by adding coefficients to the result tables. Rather, we think inclusion of coefficients in the results tables would make them overly complex.

> Reviewer \#3:
>
> The paper by Dopheide and colleagues examines the effect of land use on soil faunal diversity. Overall, it is a nice analysis and examines a particularly under-studied community type, and I think it will be of value to the broader community. I do have some reservations about the presentation and to my mind, the most important concern of mine is \#3 below.
>
> 1\) There is quite a bit about homogenization in the inference in the Discussion, but this isn\'t actually tested for. You could do an analysis of β diversity measures (taxonomic and phylogenetic) to determine if communities are in fact more homogeneous in agricultural settings than in forests -- see Swenson 2011 PloS ONE 6: e21264 and Jin et al. 2015, J. Ecol. 103: 742-749.

As discussed above, this was based on tests for heterogeneity/homogeneity of multivariate sample dispersions between land uses. We have now added tests of β diversity and phylogenetic β diversity among land uses. Together, these results provide evidence of biotic homogenisation.

> 2\) The metrics analyzed are good for comparing amongst one another, but I think another needs to be assessed. PD will be highly correlated with richness, and phylogenetic-endemism will pick up on phylogenetic distinctiveness as well as range size -two different possible responses to land use. I would recommend assessing MPD as well to see how land use influences the relatedness of species in communities independent of range size.

We have added analyses of MPD to the manuscript, as suggested. In contrast to the other metrics, MPD does not differ among land uses for most taxa.

> 3\) Phylogenetic-endemism needs to be clarified. How was endemism estimated? Was it across all 75 samples or within each land use type? Further, and this needs to be commented on in the manuscript, estimating endemism from 75 samples is dubious at best and better reflects habitat specialization than endemism per se. Forest specialists can be extremely widespread and not at all endemic. So, you need to be cautious about language and inference. I would recommend getting rid of \'endemism\' altogether, except for the methods when describing the metrics, and instead refer to \'habitat specialists\'.

Endemism and phylogenetic endemism were calculated across all 75 sites. We have clarified this in the Materials and methods. Furthermore, as discussed above, we have replaced "endemism" with "rarity" throughout the manuscript. We prefer to use "rarity" over "habitat specialisation" because the latter is only one of three axes of rarity and can't be easily determined from our data.

> 4\) Further, the comparison between individual species phylogenetic-endemism and community level aggregation can provide more insight as well. You could look at the distribution of species values and how these scale up to the community e.g., see Cadotte and Davies 2010 Div and Dist 16: 376-385 and R function in Pearse et al. 2015 Bioinformatics btv277. Though this latter suggestion is a recommendation and not a requirement since I have a vested interest, so feel free to ignore.

This is an interesting suggestion, but we think this may be getting beyond the aims of the manuscript and is likely to over-complicate it.

> Detailed thoughts:
>
> Abstract:
>
> -- There\'s no real scientific setup or overarching problem statement, just a statement that the authors want to compare something.

We have edited the Abstract such that it now begins with a statement of the problem.

> -- It is not clear what \'community change\' refers to. Externally driven or natural fluctuation or succession? I see Land-use later on, the first we see this is with the results sentence. Needs a better set up. The first sentence of the Abstract should be about land-use driving diversity change and the need to adequately assess community sensitivity to land use.

We have revised the Abstract according to these suggestions.

> Introduction:
>
> Does a nice job of setting up the importance of the study, however, paragraph \#1 is long and seems to make a number of different points. I prefer short and concise paragraphs that have single subjects and communication goals.

We have revised paragraph 1 as suggested.

> Results:
>
> Subsection "Overall community composition", last paragraph -- it is not clear what heterogeneity refers to.

As discussed above, heterogeneity referred to differences in multivariate community sample dispersion among land-use categories. We have clarified this in the manuscript, and added comparisons of β diversity to strengthen our results.

> Figure 2: this is a difficult figure to distil meaningful information. Is there another way to show how lands alters abundance?

We respectfully disagree. The heatmap is intended to show the distribution of species across samples along with their relative abundances. There would surely be other ways to show changes in abundance in relation to land use, but we doubt they would be any more clear or concise, given the need to represent a large number of species.

> Figure 3B and C: can be moved to supplementary material if space is an issue.

Figures 3B and C are now supplementary figures linked to Figure 3A (now simply Figure 3).

> Table 1: not needed, significant differences can be indicated on Figure 3A.

As discussed above, Table 1 has been removed, and we have indicated significant differences on Figure 3, as suggested.

> Overall, the results are strong and clearly support the major inferences.

Thanks!

> Discussion:
>
> Overall good and clear. Again \'heterogeneity\' is unclear, please set this up better since it appears to be an important result. Further, there is little biology in the Discussion. Much of it is about the metrics and it would benefit from more discussion of the biology of the systems.

We have clarified the meaning of heterogeneity throughout the paper, as suggested, and have added more discussion of land use impacts on soil communities.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> 1\) Make a linear contrast for the a-priori hypothesis that is so pervasive throughout your paper, namely that there is a sequence in which you can put your five land-use categories (you even use this sequence in figures). There is nothing circular and statistically this is much more justified than multiple comparison. As mentioned before, making such a contrast is as valid as any other contrasts, and we can assure you that it will make a much stronger message. The way you can present it, is that you have a term with the five categories and four degrees of freedom and then the alternative of the linear contrast and the remainder with 1 and 3 degrees of freedom. The total of the SS of the two latter will equal the SS of the former but the MS for the linear contrast will be large. We don\'t mind if you only put this into the supplementary material, but we do want to see it.
>
> Once your a priori hypothesis that there is an effect of a continuous increase along the five categories, in spite of the inability to measure this continuity, has been tested highly significant, and the remainder, which tests for deviation from the a-priori hypothesis may even be far from significant, you will have a very strong message as you formulated it before but without statistical backing. To fit the linear contrast, just make an explanatory variable LUI with values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the land-use categories (LUC). Then fit LUI+LUC sequentially. Compare this with the fit of LUC without the linear contrast.

As mentioned previously, we have some concerns with this approach. Our first concern is that after several years of research on land-use impacts on biodiversity, we have come to the realisation that the term "land-use intensity" is problematic. Trying to encompass all the axes of variation across diverse land-use categories into a single metric is probably impossible. Our second, related, concern is with the idea of deriving a ranking from the data and then using that ranking as a predictor of the data, which we view as circularity. Evidently the reviewers do not see this as a problem. Nonetheless, we feel that readers might misunderstand anything termed "land-use intensity" as an a priori, rather than derived variable.

We believe that these concerns can be managed through careful presentation and terminology. Rather than referring to "land-use intensity" we have used the term "derived land-use rank" or DLUR at relevant points in the manuscript. The advantage of this term is that it does not imply anything beyond how the term was quantified (i.e., it is simply a rank score, and it is derived). We have explained this approach in the Materials and methods section.

We carried out ANOVA tests for significant DLUR trends for each biodiversity metric and taxonomic group. This provided very similar conclusions to our tests with land use as a categorical factor. The results of these tests are found in Appendix (Appendix---tables 1 and 5).

> 2\) Add the analysis with rarest species excluded to the supplement.

We have added the results of recalculated biodiversity estimates with the rarest species excluded (those that occur only in a single site) to the Appendix (Appendix---figures 3-5). These trends were largely consistent with those observed with all species included, although land-use differences were statistically somewhat weaker. For example, mean overall rarity values per land use were ranked in the same order with the rarest species included and excluded, but statistical differences between land uses were less pronounced in the latter case compared to the former.

> 3\) We disagree with your statement \"We think that this test overlooks important aspects of the results, namely the direction of biodiversity differences(as opposed to their consistency among taxa), and which taxa do or do not respond consistently. It is these aspects that the pairwise comparisons are intended to demonstrate.\" We believe the contrary is true. But it is your paper and we only would like to see the alternative analysis ((Metric \~ LUI+LUC+phylum+order+LUI:phylum+LUC:phylum+LUI:order+LUC:order) in the supplementary material. Note that the LUI-by-taxa interactions are exactly testing differences in direction of biodiversity responses to land-use categories!

We have added the suggested ANOVA to the paper, using DLUR instead of LUI. The ANOVA model used was as follows:

Metric \~ DLUR + LUC + group + DLUR:group + LUC:group

in which "group" is 17 taxonomic groups encompassing all the terrestrial invertebrate taxa detected.

This analysis has been explained in the Materials and methods section, with a summary of the outcomes in the Results, and full results in the Appendix (Appendix---table 2).

> 4\) Add an analysis with environmental covariates to the supplement.

We have added analyses of environmental covariate effects on biodiversity to the paper. We did this in two ways. First, we carried out ANOVA tests for effects of spatial attributes (latitude and altitude) plus land-use category on overall biodiversity metrics. Second, we generated a PCA based on spatial and soil chemistry variables, then carried out ANOVA tests for effects of the major PCA components plus land-use category on overall biodiversity metrics. These analyses are described in the Materials and methods and Results, with the full details in the Appendix (Appendix---figure 6; Appendix---tables 3 and 4)
